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SILVER CITY, N.

A ROUSING MEETING.
Deming Democrats at Work for the
Ticket.
A

Most Kni'oiirnginK Outlook for the
Kntii-Democratic Ticket The
Populist
ure Flint
Kixlliii;

"''

.
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Dumixo, Oct. 16. The political atmos
phere in southern Grant county in clearing rapidly and the prospects for the
entire democratic ticket territorial,
legislative and county
receiving increased majorities are excellent. The
visit of the candidates on the county
ticket last week yielded good results.
Many of the candidates were not well
known here, but since they have circulated among the voters and become acquainted, the general sentiment is that
they are a gentlemanly class of men and
exceptionally well qualified to fill the
positions for which they have been nominated.
A mass meeting was held in the opera
house Saturday evening ami the hall was
crowded.
Excellent addressess were
made by George V. Miles, G. D. Hunt,
and Judge Joseph Hoone, ami the general verdict is that many votes were
changed in favor of democracy. The
Deming band was present and the whole
affair was a grand success.
It appears to be the general opinion
alniut the county that Deming is the
stronghold of populism and that a large
vote will be polled in this precinct by
the new organization. While the most
active workers are located here, the populists are losing ground and many of the
delegates who attended the convention
will support the nominees of the other
parties. The populist vote here Will fall
far below the claims made by the leaders, and if the change of sentiment in
favor of the democratic candidates continues as it has during the past few days,
Dealing's democratic majorities will surprise even the most sanguine. Many
voters who have refused to declare them
selves are now working openly for the
democratic ticket. Deming democrats
are faithful and energetic, as they have
ever been in the past, despite the
wild claims of the populists and republicans.
The republicans, by the way, are taking little or no interest in the campaign,
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and appear willing to let it go by de
fault. No republican meetings have
been arranged for and it is understood
that none will be. Several of the legislative and county nominees are particularly weak and the percentage of republican votes cast for democrats will be
unusually large.
The registration in this precinct is
unusually large, numbering already 372
as against 302 total registration two
years ago. The claim is made that the
registration will go over 400 before the
books are closed.
Andy Laird came down Saturday to
endeavor to offset the influence of the
democratic candidates, but met with
such a discouraging reception that he
kept well in the back ground and returned to Silver City Sunday.
A strong effort is being made to bring
the "Little Tycoon" opera company of
Silver City down here Saturday evening,
October 20th. It was originally intended to have the performance for the benefit of the gymnasium fund but that was
deemed impracticable and several gentlemen have taken hold and propose to
raise the necessary funds.
The Deming social club has been organized with a large membership and
most encouraging prospects. Dancing
and other ainusinents are the objects.
There is a rumor going the rounds that
the populists are altout to issue a cani- lJttiim oancr in aid of their cause.
If
Deming is an index of the vote to
be cast by the populists in Grantcounty,
100 will be a high estimate.
Owing to the fact that court will open
in this county next Monday, which requires his presence in the county during
its continuance, Sheriff George Curry,
candidate for councilman from this dis
trict, will probably not be able to visit
all portions of the district to make a per
sonal convass, as he would much like to
do. It is likely that he will not get into
all parts of Dona Ana and Grants a fact
which he very much regrets. But he
hopes no democrat will feel slighted by
his failing to meet him personally but
that all will unite and work as one man
for the success of the entire ticket. Old
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PRICE

5 CENTS.

A Home Market For Cuttle.
Some years ago there was an attempt
made at Deming to start a meat canning

establishment.
The machinery and
buildings necessary for carrying on the
work were constructed and the work was
started. The product was fully equal to
the best put up at the big establishments
at Kansas City, Omaha and Cliicago,but
the enterprise did not receive the en
couragement which it should have received and the meat canning establish
ment was closed.
If this enterprise had received the en
which
couragement
merited
it
cattle-me- n
of
the
this
section
would now have hail
a home
market for t heir cattle and would doubt
less have been able to'dispose of their
cattle at a much better figure than thev
have been able to secure for some years
past.
In the light of their experience with
the big monopolies of the east it would
seem that stockmen would only be too
glad to have something of the kind started in this section. There is always a demand for canned meats ami with a little
encouragement a big industry could be
started in southwestern New Mexico.
Cattle can be raised and sold here at as
low rales
as anywhere
in
the
world and with a big plant of this
kind here
the slock raisers
of
southwestern New Mexico would not
be dependent ujk.hi the monopolists for a
market for their cattle.
Aaron Sehutz, of this city, was the
man who erected the buildings at Deming and he would have made a success of
the undertaking with the cooperation
which he deserved. In view of the
of cattle now and the dubious outlook for stock it is quite probable tha; an
undertaking of this kind now would
prove to.lte very prolitable.

Abe Eagle.

L. A. Skelly, chief of the Silver City
fire department, is the vice president, for
New Mexico of the l'acilic coast associaThis association
tion of (ire chiefs.
elects its ollicers annually and at the
last election in San Francisco Mr. Skelly
was elected vice president for New Mexico. He is the only ollicer of the association living in this territory.

The candidates are not paying poll tax
this year as they did two yvars ago. The
school fund is, as a consequence, not
being swelled so rapidly as it was during
the last canmaign.

Quail hunters have been making a
great slaughter of quail withi.i the put
few weeks. These birds have never been
so plentiful in this section a3 they are
this vear.
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Obituary.
F. J. Davidson won a horse, saddle
Died, in Silver City, on Sunday morn
and bridle at a raffle last Monday. The
ing, October 14, 1894, Flora Feasel, aged
horse was raffled by J. E. Kearscey.
Newsy Notes of Local Happenings.
21
years and 3 days. Miss a easel was
Mrs. Maud Fielder's carriage will be
at Gomer's Mills, Elbert county,
born
raffled at Maiser brothers' barber shop
Grist of Readable Paragraphs Which
October 11, 1873 and was one
Colorado,
next Saturday evening at 8 o'clock sharp.
Should Not bo Overlooked
of a family of nine children, only four of
By Our Headers.
Born on Tuesday, October 16, 1894, to
whom survive.
the wife of John Carson, a daughter.
For some time Miss Feasel had not
The vote cast in Silver City promises Mother and child are doing nicely and been in good health, but her condition
to be the lightest polled here for many John's face is wreathed in smiles.
was not such as to cause apprehension.
years.
Politicians are predicting that the She had been living at Hanover with
D. AV. Austin, of Brooklyn, N. Y., total vote of Grant county this year will her mother, Mrs. John Elder, until rebrother-in-laof II. H. Betts, died re- be between 1,400 and 1,600. The pops cently when they' came here on the
are counting on about 700 or 800 of these. daughter's account. Last Sunday morncently.
The next meeting of the board of ing she rose feeling considerably better
Rev. and Mrs. Fitch attended the annual conference of the Methodist church county commissioners will be held on than she had been feeling for some time.
the 12th of November when the board She went out of doors and on her return
at El Paso last week.
fuOre shipments from Hanover continue will meet to count the votes cast at the dropped dead in the doorway. The
famfrom
the
afternoon
6th.
yesterday
on
the
neral
election
to be heavier than from any other camp
in this part of the territory.
What has become of the Doming fats? ily residence was very largely attended.
We
are anxious to see a game played by The services were conducted by Prof.
There was a big celebration at Roswell
Selby, of the normal school. Six young
last Monday on the occasion of the open- the fat men of Deming and Silver City
ladies who had been intimate associates
to
so that our fellows can have a chance
ing of the new railroad to that point.
of the deceased acted as pall bearers and
themselves.
The first half of October has been redeem
music was furnished by a choir of
There was a dress rehearsal of the the
warmer than usual and according to the
ladies.
young
Little Tycoon at Morrill hall last even
weather wise this means a wet winter.
Miss
Feasel was a young lady of stering. The company is well prepared to
Antelope are getting very scarce in
ling worth and was held in high esteem
present the opera tomorrow evening and
this territory, but there are still a few
by all who knew her. Her sudden death
our people may expect a rare treat.
small herds in the southwestern part of
cast a gloom over the community and
Anthony Joseph, democratic candidate brought to mind the saying of Cicero:
this county.
for delegate to congress, is expected here
Muriendum enim eerie ed; el id incerlum,
There will be an unusually large numin a few days to talk to the voters of
ber of votes cast at Hanover this year
an eo ipso 'lie.
Grant county. He is now making a tour
There have been about 140 voters regis-- 1
of Lincoln, Chaves and Eddy counties.
Calls Him Judc.
tered so far.
The teachers in the public schools have
Judge Black, of Silver City, one of the
Receipts of freight at this point contheir hands full with the large number regents of the agricultural college arrived
tinue to he very heavy. This does not
of pupils in attendance. The rooms are in town Wednesday and will let the. conlook an though times were very hard in
crowded and if the school funds were a tract for the erection of the experimentthis section.
little more plentiful another teacher al station to be built at this point. San
Martin Malier has started a candy fac- would probably be employed.
Junn Index.
tory. With two candy shops in town
Card of Thanks.
A bunch of E. L. Hall's cattle have
there is no necessity for dealers to send
We the undersigned desire to offer to
been sent to the northern part of the
away for candies.
territory where the range is better than our many friends in Silver Citv and
The politicians are making things it is here. It is by no means certain 1'inos Altos, our lieartlelt thanks tor the
many kind attentions Miown our dehum and there will be little rest for that other cattlemen in the county will ceased brother during his niekness, and
them until after the votes are counted not be obliged to follow his example.
for the respect shown after his death, as
well as for the sympathy so kindly exthree weeks from now.
Work on the walls of the new normal tended to us.
N. Cmmo.
is
will
It rumored that there
soon be a school building has been delayed for the
W. T. Climo.
change in time on the Santa Fe. The want of brick, but now the contractors,
Ed. Ci.i.mo.
running time of trains will bo shortened Laizure & Grabe, have a sufficient numCard of Thanks.
some under the new schedule.
ber to complete the building. Work will
We desire to .express our sincere
A new bakery is to be started in the be resumed on. the walls as soon as the thanks to our friends for their sympat hy
building next door to Kelly's harness kiln cools enough so that the bricks can in our ln'reavenient and for the assistance which they so kindly rendered.
store. The building is now being fitted be handled which will probably be about
Mit. and Mks. John Ki.nr.it.
up and will be ready in a few days.
the first of the week. It will not be
Harry Kelly is going to the opera. Mr.
The ballot boxes are being sent out to many days before the brickwork will be
offered to get him two tickets to
Kelly
the various precincts in the county and completed. It has been suggested that
the entertainment if
Miececdcd in
has
made
been
in
the
provision
plans
no
nearly all of the preparations for the
getting 100 in his examination in ariih-metihall
of
for
building
sufficient
the
in
a
coming contest have been made.
The little fellow reached the
size to accommodate the large number of
Business has leen picking up consid
required
mark
and was the only one in
pupils which will undoubtedly be in aterably here within the past, two or three
tendance by the time the building is his class who succeeded in getting 100.
weeks. Business men are making prep
completed. Already it is becoming apThe chess club is now wrestling with
arations for a good fall and winter trade
parent that the building will not be a knotty problem on the chess board for
Little Ernestine Oakes, while riding a large enough for the needs of the school the solution of
which a gold medal has
bucking burro last Thursday afternoon, for any considerable length of time, but been offered.
As the club is composed
was thrown to the ground, her right arm the building can be added to as tho ne- of
good chess players, it is possible some
receiving a few painful though not seri- ..
!i it- l
!..
of
will soon le wearing a line gold
them
ous onuses, ner injuries are getting
"v j
vides the necessary funds.
medal.
along nicely at present.
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THE KAttLK: WEDNESDAY,
Nathaniel Hell has purchased the
interest in the Pacific No. 2 mine
at Pinos Altos, owned .by William
and the papers have been placed
on record.
This mine joins mining
property owned by the late firm of Dell
& Stephens and the property has been in
litigation for several years. A large sum
of money was expended in litigation and
the trial of the case in the district court
he: e occupied nearly a whole term. It
was one of the most celebrated cases
ever brought in New Mexico and able
counsel were engaged on both sides. It
is believed that this sale will end the
litigation and it is certain that the acquisition of this property will make the
mining property owned by Nathaniel
Hell and the estate of Trouilous Stephens one of the most valuable proper-lie- s
in this part of New Mexico. The
s
consideration for the
interest
two-fift-

hs

Skil-licor- ji,
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I A. ANCHETA,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Will practice In all tlio courts of tliQ territory. Criminal law a specially. Office
corner Texas and Spring streets.
SILVEtt CITY
XEWMEXICO.
TAMES 8. FIELDER.
t)
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Office over Silver City National Hank,
- N. M.
SILVER CITY
Q B. GILLETT,

0.

ATTOKNKY
AT LAW unci
NOTARY l'UliLIC,
Collections a Specialty ,
SILVER CITY
N. M.

HL.

1'ICKETT.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
SILVER CITY,

N.

M

IOHN M. GINN.

')

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practice In all the Courts of the

Territory.

SILVER CITY.
P T. PHILLIPS.

-

-

X1.

M.

1'IIYSK IAN AND 8HRGEON.
V.
Office nt Hnlley's di'iip Store. Rooms at
Dr. Hnlley's residence.
-- .
SILVER CITY
N. II.

Atchison, Topeka and San ta Fe
Railroad Time Table,
In Effect August 8, 1894.

two-fifth-

No.

NH!,

4:00
1:111

13:40
:4

10:10
H:05

p.m.
"
"
a. ni.

"
"

.":ai a. m.

No.

.

I
l

Silver City
"onliiK
Null
lili
i
Las Cruces
El Puso
'

HUÍ.

Departs.

iikstinatiox.

Arrives.

10:1(1

a. m.

12:40 p. m.
f

,.

,j:5

1:40 p. ni.
8:SU

"

"
5:08
7:40 p. m.

Arrives.
.loiix 11. Milium. Agent,
Silver City Post Office.
Office open dully except Sunday from 8 a.m
to 7 i). m.
Open Sundays from to H: 10 n. m.. and one
liour arter arrival or railway man.
Money order department open daily except
Sunday's from Ha. in. toll p.m.
Mail closes for Fort llnvnrd. Central. Hanover, Georgetown and all railroad points daiLeave.

11

at 0:40

a. in.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermedi
ate points at H a. in., Mondays. Wednesdays
anil i rldays.
Mail closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p. in.
Mail arrives from the east, west and south
ly

Special Master's Sale.
WHEREAS, RY A CERTAIN DECREE
II made bv the district court of the third
judicial district of the territory of New Mexico, in and for the county of Grant, the lHth
nay or .nay, a. n. um, in a certain cause men
pcnuini? in said court, in which said cause
Matthew S. Cleveland Ik the coimiluinant.
and William Skill icorn and Lanson A. Snyder
are the respondents, it was, anions other
things ordered, adjudged and decreed that
the said respondents, within three days from
the date of said decree pay said complainant,
Matthew S. Cleveland, the sum of S.'4U.u0,witli
interest thereon from the ldtli day of May,
A. 1). 1H1M, together with the costs, charges
and allowances of said cause, failing in which
that the premises mentioned in said decree
and hereinafter described he sold for the purpose of satisfying said indebtedness, together
with the costs, chantes and allowances as
aforesaid, and that the undersigned as a special master of said court execute said sale.
And whereas, the said respondents. William
Skllllcorn and Lanson A. Snyder, have wholly failed to comply with sahl requirements of
said decree, and tnc time within which said
payments were by said decree directed to bo
made has passed.
Tills is to (jive notice, that in pursuance of
said decree, 1 the undersigned special master
will, on Thursday the 1st day of Nov.. A. 1).
1S04, at II o'clock a. m., at tlie front door of
the court house In the town of Silver City,
county of Grant and territory of New Mexico,
oiler for sale and sell at public vendue, to
the highest bidder for cash In hand, t he following described real estate situate in the
Pinos Altos mining district, county of Grant
and territory of New Mexico, to wit: that
certain mill known us the Skllllcorn and Snyder mill, the same belli): situated upon
mining
certain
claim or mill
that
known
Skllllcorn
the
as
situ
or mill
site, more
claim
mliilnc
particularly described as follows,
Commencing at a stone monument 1U0 feet
below the well that furnishes water to the
east
thence
Skillicoru mill, and runs
100
a
monument
to
stone
feet
on
lie
corner of claim;
northeast
thence south (00 feet to a stone monument on the southeast corner of claim;
thence (MM feet west to a stone monument on
the southwest corner of claim; thence 0U0
feet north to a stone monument on the northwest corner of claim; and thence 'Ml feet to
the place of beginning: said mining claim or
mill site is recorded in book 4 nt papes 2ltí
of minim; locntinnssnid Grant county
and
records, to which reference Is
made
for a more particular description together
acres
of
snace
three
with
the
about said mill with ail machinery, fixtures, appliances and appurtenances in any
manner pertaining to said mill n ml mill
building.
John .1. Hki.i,,
Special master.
to-w-

1

hc:-"b-

'

A. II. llAIIM.KK.
dallv at 4 p. in.
Solicitor for com plainant.
Mail arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at t) p. in.. Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays.
4
II. IIARLLF.E.
Mail arrives from Pinos Altos dally except At
AT LAW,
ATTORNEY
Sundays at 10:.m a. m.
SILVER CITY
L. A. Skki.i.y, Postmastkh

CMJtfNDH80NtC0.T00r;
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PIxjZE AT WORLDS
Le-

J
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John Howard has returned to

í

fj.

was $8,000.

liev. V. S. Filch lias been reappointed to Silver City and w ill resume services
at t lie M. E. church next Sunday at the
usual hours, 11 a. m. and 7::0 p. in.
Many of the members of the church will
he glad to learu that Mr. Fitch is to remain here and it goes without saying
that he will endeavor to jilease all.
Mrs. Dougherty, of Los Angeles, who
claims an interest in the Confidence
mine at Mogollón, has gone to look at
the mine with her attorney, II. L. Pickett. Her visit may result in more litigation and a consequent delay in start ing
up the mine and mill.
The ineniliers of the Eastern star of
this place gave an entertainment and
banquet at their hall last evening.
Quite a number of guests were invited
and a very pleasant evening was spent.
It is probable that another dividend
will be declared before long in favor of
the depositors in the broken banks of
Doming and Silver City.
G. D. l'.antz is now the attorney for
the receiver of the First National hanks
of Deming and Silver City, II. I!.
having resigned.
The husi less houses here closed yesterday afternoon during the funeral services a a mark of respect for Miss Flora
Feu sel.
Rev. Cross is expected to return here
soon when services will be resumed in
the Episcopal church.
Clark Hodgers was in from bis Lone
Mountain ranch yesterday.

TV
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HENOERSONS
' -

illlkLREo school

I

I

Chouse shoes

Mogol-

lón where he has a school.

James S. Fielder has returned from
a trip to Texas.
John E. Coleman
ranch yesterday.
Frank Milstead
week.

was in from his

was in the city last

For Sale only at

C. C.

Shoemakers.

THE EAULIi:

PERSONAL
Mention

PALAVER.

of People You

Do and

Not Know.

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

17, lb"J4.

A. Hirshberger, of Pinos Altos, was
at Deming last week.
Geo. E. Murphey, representing the
Fresh Fruits of all kinds received daily
Do
Record, at Roswell N. M. was in town
at the Post Ollice store.
B. T. Link.
for a day or two last week,

Harry Hazlewood

was in from the
turquoise camp last week.

Dr. AV. II. White has gone to the
Other IntercHtlng Mutter Which C'uii He Mogollona for a few
days on business.
Kead With Profit Ily All Our
TowiiHpnople.
Finest Cutlery in the city at W. L.
Jackson & Go's.
W.H. Rider, populist candidate for proBragg Knox was in the city hist Monbate clerk, was in the city last Monday.
day.
Mrs. E. J. Lenoir, Miss Maud Lenoir
Full stock oí Heating Stoves at Robinand Frank Lenoir are here from Georgeson's.
S. A. Alexander is at Hudson for a few town.
Buy your School Supplies at AWL.
days.
Jackson's & Go's.
Frank Harper was in the city yesterGeorge Hornbrook, one of the staunch
day.
democrats of Gold Hill, was here last
Rose & Fritter receive fresh fruit on
week.
every train. Give them an order.
Fresh fruits of all kinds arriving daily
Mrs. AV. Lee Thompson is in from the
at Xolan's, opposite Post Ollice.
Mimbres.
Geo. AV. Miles leaves tomorrow for'
X. Bell, of Pinos Altos was in the city
Dona Ana county. He expects to be
yesterday. .
gone about ten days.
Have your pianos tuned and repaired
School Books for every one at Porter-field'by a reliable tuner.
s.

John Spiller has gone to St. Louis on
business.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
Postmaster Skelly was at Doming last
Saturday.
Have your pianos tuned and repaired
.
1,.. ., ,.i;..i.i
A. S. Goodell is taking a vacation out
on the Gila.
Have your pianos tuned and repaired
by a reliable tuner.
Frank Bell was down from Pinos Altos
last Monday.
Don't read vour neighbor's paper but
subscribe for Tub Eai,u.
AV. L. Jackson is out in the mountains
looking for bear.

Just Ruckivkd An elegant line
at Porterlield's.

of

E. C. Bennett of the Colonial mining
company at Mogollón passed through this
place last week on his way east.
The finest line of Imported and Domestic Cigars in the city, at Nolan's opposite Post Ollice.
AVin. Doyle was in from the Gila yesterday. Report has it that he will soon
wed one of tjie fair daughters of t he Gila.
The postolfiee store keeps the finest
fresh cream candies in town. Received
everv 2 weeks both from San Francisco
B. T. Lixk.
and Pueblo.

J.

AV.

Fleming went up the road last

week on business connected with the
coal mines in various parts of the terri-

tory.
Col. D. A. Martin leaves this morning
for his ranch near Carlisle on a big cattle deal. He expects to be gone four or
five days.

F. J. Davidson, democratic candidate

Otto F. Zottmann, piano tuner and reCo.
pairer for the
of El Paso, will return to Silver Cily in
Bring your job work to The Eaoi.b of- about two weeks. If you wish to liavo
s
shape wait
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and your pianos put in
for him. Leave your orders for tuning
at reasonable rates.
at Tiiu Eaiíuí ollice.
J. B. Gilchrist, general manager of
George Fleetlnun, who has spent the
the Silver City and Xorthern railroad,
four or five months at mining in the
past
left last Thursday for Xew York.
Mogollons, arrived in town Saturday for
Fon Sai.k A bran new Petalunia incubator with all the latest improvements. a few days' stay.
Apply to George D. Jones.
AV. C. AVeinbrenner,
who held eases
G. D. Bantz was at Deming last week on the local papers here several years
and spoke at the democratic ratification ago, and whose newspaper experiences
meeting last Saturday evening.
since he left here enabled him to line
0. F. Zottinan will make Silver City his pockets with lucre, relumed from
regularly, tuning and selling pianos,
his wanderings in the sou h and east
every three or four months.
Piano
owners of Silver City will no doubt he last week and is busy shaking hands
pleased to patronize a reliable tuner.
with old acquaintances in this city.
for commissioner from the first district,
was in town on Monday.

first-clas-

ollice stationery

Ytrm. Skillicorn was down from Pinos
Altos yesterday.

AARON

For fresh candies, fruits and fine cigars
go to Rose

&.

Fritter's.

Dealer in

Duke FitSimmons was in from
yesterday.
See the new Majestic Heater at Rob-

inson's.
Mrs. J. N. Upton was over from the
Mimbres last week.
Go to Rose
candies.

&

Fritter's

SCHUTZ,

for fresh made

John Rrockman has returned from a
business trip east.

Staple and

Cash
Grocery
Store.

Fancy

GROCERIES
Clothhuj,

dent' Funiixhiiuj

(httulr,

Ihotx aiul Shoes.

Soaps, Toilet Articles and Perfumery

at

AV.

L. Jackson

&

Go's.

T. F. Farnsworth was in the city
terday from Hudson.

yes-

Leave your subscription for any publication with Con M. Xolan, 'opposite Post
Oilice.

sell for CASH ONLY,
and give my customers the
benefit of low prices and
quality of goods.
I

THE EAGLE: WEDNESDAY,
The Little Tycoon.
Tomorrow evening the Little Tycoon
will Ik; presented at Morrill lia.ll by tlie
Silver City opera company. The opera
in one whieli will be appreciated by the
amusment loving people of this place,
and it deserves the liberal patronage
which it will no doubt receive. As
promised last week we print the cast of
characters anda synopsis of the opera:

OCTOBER 17, HUH.

killing the biggest bear
must be given to Win.
Hawkins. A few days ttgo lie killed an
enormous bear in the mountains near
the Gila Ixix. The, bear had been killing stock in that part of the county for
a long time but he always managed to
keep his own hide whole. Hawkins shot
him a number of times in the body but
this did not appear to have any effect on
bruin and it was not until several bulCAST OF CIIAKACTKI1S.
lets had been shot into his head that he
General Knickerbocker, one of the old
KiilckerlHK'kcrs
As nearly as could
finally suecumlied.
A. K. Nichol.
be estimated there were 200 pounds of
Alvhi Barry, a young Wall street broker;
fat taken out of the bear, which alone is
afterwards the Great Tycoon of Japan....
as
much as' many of the bears which
George I). Houser.
have been killed in this part of the 'terKufns Ready, Alvin'scollege friend; afterll
wards
Interpcter to the
ritory would weigh. Hawkins expects
Great Tycoon
to get at least 15 gallons of oil out of
llerbt. Martyr.
him. Some of the bullets lired into the
Lord Dolphin, son of the Marchioness of
bear's lxidy did not get through the hide
I'ullhlmback
C. W. Married.
and fat and it would have been almost
Teddy. Lord Dolphin's valet
impossible to have killed him with an
Geo. Norton.
ordinary
iriin without shooting linn in
First Custom House Officer, an elevated
the huad.
man
The credit

of

of the season

Gull-Gu-

S. It.

Glllett.

Second Custom House Olllcer. an elevated
man
.(no. M.Wiley.
Montgomery, Gen. Knickerbocker's foot-

man
.1.

J. Sheridan.

Footman
Chas. Ott.
Miss

Hurricane,

chaperon

to

Tourist-Maide-

Mrs. C. W. Marriott.
Dolly Dimple, Violet's school friend
Mrs. J. J. Sheridan.
I.ady Dolphin, Marchioness of I'ullhlm-

The attendance at the normal school
has been steadily increasing since the
school was opened. ' No better proof of
the need of such a school is needed than
the fact that there are between lifty and
sixty young people in this vicinity who
are anxious to get a lietter education
than can be obtained in the common
schools. At the rate of increase in at
'
tendance up to the present, the nuinlicr
of pupils will be doubled before the holi

,,

back

days.

Mrs. Geo. Norton.

Work is being done on the streets this
Violet, Gen. Knlekenbockcr's daughter
(The Utile Tycoon)
year which will do some good, and which
Mrs. A. G. Hood.
will last at least until the Hoods come next
Choruses of Japanese, Hobgoblins. Hrlgunds. summer.
Last year much oi the work
Tourists In:
was done before the rainy season and it
'Honrs.
Messrs. White, Chandler, llluemn, Shipley, was washed out soon alter it was
Lnizure, Heather. Misses Koss put in.
Oakes,

Lower Mlmbrnn Gossip.
Bear and wildcats are plentiful on the
river this year; now and then a populist
is seen, but they are very few.
Miss Mary Foster, "The Mimbres

Ilelle," returned home last Saturday
from Silver City, where she has lieen

visiting friends.
Mr. E. J. Foster is homo from Silver
City, where he attended the populist
convention and received the nomination
for sheriff on the populist ticket. Mr.
Foster is preparing to canvass the county
in the interest of the pops; he hasn't
much heart in the business, and lo iks
now like a boy tbat'd done something he
was sorrv for.
Mr. H. P. lioone, one of the best
known cowmen of this part of the coun
try, has returned from the "strip,"
where he has been visiting friends and
looking after his interest in the cow business, "lioli" (all smiles) got off the

train at Whitewater station. A young
lady was lo meet him there with his
saddle horse; like a woman she failed to
appear at the proper time, and " I'ob"
had to walk to the 2 C ranch, a distance
of fifteen miles.
He is now over at
Georgetown visiting his brother and sis- ters and is trying to recover from the effects of disappointment and a long walk.
When he gets able to attend the case, he
is going to sue the lady for breach of
promise. He don't like a girl, no how.

Jin.
Lower Mimbres, Oct. 10.
The democratic candidates returned
from LVming last Sunday and are now
in the western part of the county. They
are making votes wherever they go.
George II. Utter will soon commence
He
mining in the Carlisle district.
thinks that he has a good thing out
there.

ltlack. Hood. Laizure, Warner, Hudson,
Whltehlll, Moore and Mrs. Schuffner.
SVNOl'SlS.
Deck of an ocean steamer. Excur
sion party returning from Europe. Violet
Knickerbocker and Alvln Harry are deeply
In love, but Gen. Knickerbocker opposes the
match, promising Violet's hand to Lord
Dolphin. Violet rebels openly, and In ennse- Her
ouence Is locked In her stateroom.
friends scheme to frighten her father by dis
guising as hobgoblins. Falling In this, they
Si'KNK

If You Want
to go to the

Mogollons

appear later as brigands, to terrify the general, but only succeeded In their efforts to
free Violet from Lord Dolphin, by.Alvbi ap
pearing before the general as the Great Tycoon of Japan, which Hatters the general's
vanity to such an extent that he consents to
n. Alvln
Violet's becoming the Little Ty
then throws off disguise mid Gen. Knickerbocker, after recovering from the shock, ad
mits his defeat and gives Ills consent to tin
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. m. every Monday, Wednesday
ncirrlage.
President and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
Geo. Norton
Geo. D. In user
Stage Manager
A. F. Nichol
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo &. Co's. express
Musical. Director
Prof. G. II. Scha truer
I'lanlst office from which place the stage starts.
Mrs. L. II. Morrill
Hex sheet open at l'orterlleld's.
73e
Feserved Seats
Stle
General Admission
Doors open at "::); curia In rises at 8 o'clock.

Murphey'sPassenger,Expressand

Mail Line.

1

W.

M.

Murphey.

,
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JAMES

O'NEIL

KILLED.

A Quurrel KiuIh In the Killing of a Well
Known Yoiiiik Man on the üilu.

There was a killing on the river, at
Win. Wilson's place, last Monday,
James O'Neil being the victim. From
the various stories told about the affair
the following is gleaned : A young man
named Harry Styles had been working
for O'Neil and some time ago they quarreled. Styles drew a sixshooter on
O'Neil, hut before he could shoot Mrs.
O'Neil stepped between them. Styles
quit work with his wages unpaid. There
was a dispute lietween the men as to the
amount due, hi't it was settled that
O'Neil owed him fourteen dollars, which
he did not pay. Style;) went to the
hou.se and took a saddle, telling O'Neil
to give him credit on account. O'Neil
told Styles to leave the country without
pay and he would make no complaint
regarding the attempt on his life.
O'Neil threatened to kill Styles and
Styles made similar threats regarding O'Neil. O'Neil went to Gold
Hill and secured a warrant for Styles arrest. Judge Colbath deputized Mr.
I '.rock
way as a constable to arrest Styles.
Constable Broekway, O'Neil and Jas.
M. Ilariier went Monday to arrest Styles.
When they got down to Wilson's place
O'Niel got off the wagon and Brock way
and Harper went to Hill's house, where
Styles was supposed to be.
As they
went in the front door Styles went out
the back door, got on his horse and
started for Wilson's after his saddle.
O'Neil saw him coming and went into
the house after a gun. He came out of
the front door as Styles rode up. Styles
dropped off his horse and IhUIi men shot,
the shots were so near together that they
sounded like one. P.efore O'Neil could
throw another cartridge into his Winchester Styles had cocked his
and shot again, hitting O'Neil over the
left eye, death ensuing instantly.
Styles got on his horse, which was shot
in the neck, and (led. That same night a
saddle was stolen from II. A. Fuller's
place, and' Fuller thinks Styles took it.
Jas. O'Neil was a
of Jas. M.
Harper, and lived on a farm adjoining
his. J le leaves a wife and two children,
one alwut two years old and the other but
two days old at the time of the killing.
Some time ago O'Neil taught school in
the Mogollón district. Styles has not
been captured. Western Liberal.
son-in-la- w

O.'iu
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not And it out. Those who call him boss
are possibly dissatisfied aspirants. In
the future let theni give their names.
When Mr. Catron comes for our votes,
ask him how hard he fought for our
people in the Peralta grant matter. Tom
ought to be a good man; his father was
one of Missouri's best and noblest citizens. I would be in to hear the big
men speak but the two old parties have
made times so hard it has put the Man-ga- s
kid (only 70 years old) up to his
knees in mud and water, irrigating from
early morning until dark. Times aro
too hard to hire help. My sons are
doing all the sheep shearing and farm
work to save expenses.
Jas. K. Metcalfe.
IlillHlioroiigh Floixlert.
One of the heaviest floods that ever
swept down through Hillsborough oc-

curred last Friday afternoon, Ixiingocca-sione- d
by a great rainstorm which set in
between here and Kingston. Streets became rivers, yards ponds, and the roar of
Percha creek might have 1en heard for
miles. The flood waters broke into Hon-- .
Nick Galles' olfice, then into the residence rooms and office of Dr. Given and
family in the same building, covering the
floors with mud several inches deep and
damaging carpets and furnishings. The
house occupied by Mrs. F. AV. Mead was
flooded and her little possessions almost
destroyed. Cellars were filled and wells
choked by the mad waters. Fifteen pigs
belonging to the Union Hotel dining
room Chinamen were swept away and
drowned and other losses entailed in different parts of the town among fencing,
gardens, etc. Altogether about $100
damage was done by the flood. Sierra
County Advocate.
While all the mining camps in this
section are short on water the Silver
City water company has a plentiful supply and this is the first season since
the works were put in that there has
been water enough for all purposes here.
Consumers have not lieen restricted in
the use of water this year either for
sprinkling or irrigation.
Grass is reported to be fine in the
northern and middle parts of New Mexico this year and cattle there are fat.
rCLARK-WHITSON-LEITC-

The normal school literary society gave
its second literary entertainment last
Saturday evening. The exercises were
of a high standard and reflected credit
on the pupils of the school. The evening was devoted to Whittier as the evening two weeks before had been devoted
to Longfellow.
Each of the students, as
the roll was called, responded with a
short selection from Whittier and there,
were recitations of some of his poems
and a sketch of his life. The entertainment was highly appreciated by the visitors in attendance of whom there was
(piite a number. The next meeting of
the society will be held on the 27th inst.
Cattlemen are busy looking for range
and water for their stock during the
winter. Feed is very short in the
neighborhood of springs and water
courses and the gravest apprehension is
felt by stock raisers that cattle will die
in large numbers before the grass starts
in the spring. Cattle on the ranges in
the western part of this county are generally in fair condition and with as good
a growth of grass as there was last year
they would get through the winter in excellent condition.
Mayor Fleming has been reap) niin ted
a member of the board of regents of the
New Mexico normal school for the term
of live years. Mayor Fleming has taken
a great deal of interest in the school and
his reapiMjintnient
was a matter of
coyrse. No better selection could have
been made.
The hick of water is being- felt seriously in the different mining camps in this
The output of
part of New Mexico.
bullion is leiiig very materially affected
by the continued dry weather.
Fort Marcy is no longer a military
post. The order for its abandonment
which was promulgated last month has
been carried into effect. The troops are
now at Fort Reno, Oklahoma.
i
Go and hear the Silver City
company in the Little Tycoon at Morrill
hall tomorrow evening.
Court is not being held in Sierra county this month on account of a lack of
funds for court purposes.
Diphtheria has made itsapjiearaitee at,
Gold Hill.
ojm-h-

H-

T

T

T

Who Isn't AhIiiiiiiimI of His
I'urty.
MaxoasSi'ui.voh, Oct. 111. I am glad
to see you are mild and not personal in
EL PASO, TEXAS,
ALUVQVE11QVE, N. J.,
1JI) Snn F, anduvo St.
2US UaUminl Amine.
your treatment of the pops. I am not
aihamed of the new party or Mr. Lin-- d
liter. I think tlir democrats ought not Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom thev have dealt.
to blame Lindauer for working for his
Tuning of Pianos in (irant county attended to.
party. If he is doing it for spite I can
Write them for catalogue of new stvle Pianos, Totlaii.
I'oiMilist

MUSIC CO.,
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growers clean up. "It is worse than
useless to keep out foreign diseased sheep
when we harbor disease at home, said
Lines to be Drawn Closer and Laws to
the veterinarian, "but at present we are
be Changed.
unable to reach our own people. They
must reach themselves. Nearly all ColThe Sheep Laws of Colorado and New
orado sheep ranches are free from disMexico.
ease, but there are some ranches that

SHEEP QUARANTINE.

that
are not clean. The consequence
neighboring sheepmen are in jeopardy.
Now, we propose to enable one county
to Quarantine another. There is such a
law in existence, but it is scarcely en
forcible.
"Our law provides that where five
sheepmen petition for the appointment of
a county sheep inspector, this board
must appoint, and the county me man
serves in must pay him. Nineteen
counties are now working under this law,
and the consequence 1. is they can keep
ii
trom passing .1inrongu meir own uuiimiuo
This
counties.
from
other
herds
diseased
law is all very well as far as it goes, but
it does not go far enough.
It provides that the inspector shall be
paid $3 per day for each day he actually
WOrK8,tO Depaiuouioi asneepuiwi or me
ireneral fund. All that is necessary for
a board of county commissioners to get
fid of a sheep inspector, and thus kill the
that
rountv ouarantine. ' is to declare
, .
mi .
there is no monev to pay nun. mat
settles it. What we propose to do is to
frame a faw which shall assure the in
specter's salary."

JOHN CARSON,

Parlor

Saloon
Comer Broadway and Texas

His.

is

By a decision just reached by the state
live stock sanitary board, the sheep
quarantine declared by the governor two
months ago is to be made perpetual, says
the Denver Republican. This will be
startling news for sheep men, but there
is more behind it. New legislation is to
be recommended whereby one county
may quarantine another. According to
the state veterinarian, it is to be "state
against state and county against conn

ty."

Finest Brands of

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
Club Room in Connection.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE INSURANCE AND NO
TARY PUBLIC.
Office at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
Post-offic- e.

NevMexico has noticed the state vetwith
erinary board that it will
Colorado, and already the most rigid inspection laws are insisted on between this
state, Montana and South Dakota.
When the present strict quarant ine was
Bicycles,
.Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.
established, it was thought it would only
Kates Reasonable.
be temporary, and kept alive only as
Broadway, opposite Hroadway Hotel.
long as the existing conditions should re
main active. It was also thought most
BUSINESS IS BUSINESS!
likely that the quarantine would be rais
ed with the lambing season or the inconi
E.
THE PERALTA GRANT.
ing of new grass. This is not to be, and
AND SHOEMAKER.
BOOT
Colorado proposes to completely shut its
faithfully. In the lonK run.
vou
western, southern and southeastern Not a Single Genuine Paper Upon Which I uroniise
you shall save half your money, by IihvIiik
1MB
of
Claim
can
way
Bane
to
That
sheep
sheep drives. the only
your work neatly and promptly done to suit
18,000,000 Acres.
yourself, at E. lUISENHEIUi'S
be driven into that state without being
VM
C.
Fuller
Associate Justice Thomas
required to go into quarantine and pass
inspectors, will be through Wyoming or Mr. Matt G. Reynolds, United States at
00 TO THE
t,
special as
Kansas. None will come by the latter torney, Mr. S.
CITY
route, as sheep always travel towards a sistant attorney general, and Mr. Win
to
City
tiie
gone
market. Through Wyoming, nothing M. Tipton, expert, have
but clean sheep will come, as that state of Mexico and Guadalajara, under a com
has its own quarantine against the big mission issued bv the court of land
Culitornia and other sheep grazing claims, to commence the taking of testi
monv in the case of J. A. Peralta-Heavgrounds.
and buy your Dry Goods, Crockery,
The determination of New Mexico to vs. the United States.
Tinware, Glassware and Notions
This is the largest land grant ever
have strict quarantine is recent. At first
CHEAP FOR CASH.
lieen made by Spai
the New Mexicans felthnrt at the idea of claimed to have
We sell lower than any ot her house In tho
12,000,000
over
including
Mexico,
city. It is to YOl'K INTEREST TO CALU
their being shut out of Colorado. Two
covering the Salt and
weeks ago the state veterinarian went to acres of land, and
B. BORENSTEN.
valleys in Arizona and extend
New Mexico for a conference. At that Gila river
ing southeast into JNew aiexico. ir
conference the New Mexicans contended covers the town of l'luenix, the capital
Notice for Publication.
Land ornéis at Las Chucks. N. M., If
that their sheep were no worse than of Arizona, and some of the most valua
Septembers. Mil.
THAT THE
many Colorado sheep, and if Colorado ble mineral and agricultural minis in VOT1GEIS 1IEHEHY (I VEN
following named settler has Hied notice
i
Html proof In supbarred New Mexican sheep, then it the territory.
to
make
intention
his
of
United States Attorney ueynoms
his claim, and that said proof will be
would be only fair for the territory to states today that for the nut tweiv; port of before
the probate Judue or probate
made
veterinarian
in
Silver City. N. M on October!. ISM,
The
at
Colorado
sheep.
evidence
and
clerk
bar
months the archives
viz: James E. Miller, who made Hd. applicareH Sec. II. Tp. l s.
said that he hud no opposition to offer to Spain and Mexico have leeii under
cation No. Sitó for the
t,
by Mr.S.
21 w.
such a proceeding, and after discussion ful examination attorney general, and It.He
names the following witnesses to proven
special assistant
upon and cult.ivi-tloit was decided as the best thing that the government was now proceeding to his continuous residence
of. said land, viz.:
form.
completed
in
could be done. New Mexico has decid
Carlisle,
evidence
X M.: Walter
put its
Tlieodrlc l'ltts, of
Carlisle, N. M.; .lames R. Wilson, of
He said it was probably time, in order l'ltts, N.of M.
ed to do it, and one of the first bills that
C. C. Miller, of Carlisle. N. M.
public excitement in Ari- Olla.
person who desires to protest against
Anv
will go through the next territorial legis- to relieve the
zona and elsewhere, to state that the the allowance of such proof, or who knows of
lature will be providing for a permanent ernwrnnient was fullv prewired to prove, any substantial reason, under the law an I
t.ions of the Interior department.
quarantine.
and would do so, that not a single title why such proof should not lie allowed, will no
are
genuine.
nor a single entry,
Itlven an opportunity at the alove menDr. Uresswell is of the opinion that paper, examination
the
has ihhmi quietly and tioned time and place to
The
of said claimant, and to offer evithe New Mexican quarantine against. carnfully carried on, but. from this lime witnesses
by
of that submitted
In rebuttal
lie each step must, of course, become pub- dence
'""N 1.
Colorado will be a good thing,
claimant.
KptUW.
Mexican.
thinks it will make Colorado sheep lic property. New

L.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.
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Ticket.

For Delegate to Congress,
ANTHONY JOSEPH.
For tin; Council,
GEORGE W. MILES.
GEORGE CUHHY.
For Representatives,
JOSEPH P.OONE.
'
It. L. YOUNG.

For Sheriff,
BAYLOR

SHANNON.

For Collector,
JOHN F.. KIOUS.
For Probate Clerk,
EDGAR

M. YOUNG.

For Assessor,
DAVID II. TL'LLOCK.
For Prolmte J mine,
líOIIERT' NKWSHAM.

For Treasurer,
G. Yv. M. CARVIL.
For

of Schools,

T. LINK.
or Surveyor,
GEORGE It. liliOWX.
For Coroner,'
ISAAC GIVENS.
For Commissioners,
1st District F. J. DAVIDSON.
2nd District S. S. P.RANNIN.
ird District A. J. CLARK.
P..

l

Silver
Lead

o:3
3.05
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AY AW A XI) THE I'liiSOXKIlS.
In the last issue of the. Enterprise Israel King confesses that his bill cost this
county many thousands of dollars. We
did not expect so full and frank a confession, but here it is:
Yesterday's Eaoi.k, the 10th inst.,
what purports to he u statement
taken from the council proceedings
while I was ti mcmlicr of the territorial
legislature
A careful perusal of the article will
quickly satisly anyone that It was written for the purpose of misleading.
The author has very carefully re- eon-tai-

OCTOBER

17,

rained from stating that council bill No.
25 in the bill which allows 75 cents per
diem for feeding prisoners.
When I entered the legislature 75
cents per day was the amount allowed
by law to sheriffs for feeding prisoners.
While a member of that body I framed,
introduced and secured the passage of
council bill No. 65. This bill provides
for feeding county prisoners by contract
and is entitled "An act for feeding county prisoners in the territory of New Mexico. (Page 240, Laws of New Mexico,
1889.) It became a law, but was never
niado operative.
Had it been acted
upon there is no doubt the county as
Tim Eaui.k says, would have been saved
many thousand dollars.
lie confesses that be framed, introduced and secured the passage of council
bill No. 65, that the sheriffs were then
paid 75 cents a day for feeding prisoners
and that although his bill was passed in
1889 it never became operative.
In fact
sheriffs have been paid 75 cents a day
for feeding prisoners ever since the passage of his bill and they are being paid
that amount today. His bill was nominally in effect for two years or until
the legislature repealed it in 1891,
two years after its passage and it
may be remarked here that J. A. Ancheta, now a candidate for the council,
was a member of the council at the time
the law was repealed. Mr. King's law,
he says, was never made operative. It
simply continued the old law in effect,
whether by accident or design is not
stated by Mr. King. He owns that he
framed, introduced and secured the passage of the bill and the records of the
proceedings of the legislature show that
he was chairman of the committee that
reported the bill.
He certainly had
every opportunity to get the bill in just
the shape he wanted it and he owns that
all the effect it had was to continue the
old law in effect.
Voters may draw
their own conclusions.

1!)4.
this county, knows that there was a
shortage, but at the same time, he knows
that he is in no way responsible for it.
Ho was a clerk in the odice of the sher-- .
iff for a few weeks near the end of Mr.
Whitehill's term. His accounts were
examined and found to be perfectly
straight.
lie was, in no way, responsible for the moneys collected by the sheriff as the Liberal is doubtless well aware.
His work in the sheriff's ollice was well
done and there is not the slightest reason for connecting his name with the
shortage. It would be just as consistent
to hold the devil in the Liberal office
responsible for Don : IT. Kedzie's editorial effusions as to hold Mr. Kious for
Whitehill's shortage.
Tun county treasurer should have an
ollice at the county seat for the convenience of those who have business with
the treasurer. It will be remembered
that, after the resignation of C. C. Shoemaker, the treasurer's office was kept at
Doming to the great inconvenience of

many

of

the residents

of

the county. Mr.

Derg was ftsked repeatedly to keep an
ollice here but he neglected to do so. If
a resident of this place be elected to
the ollice, there will be no apprehension
as to whether the office will be located
here or at Derning.

"WK pavou the honest and economical
administration of county affairs and
pledge our unipialilicd support to the law
passed by the last legislature reducing
the salaries of county ollicers." This
plank in the democratic platform, adopted by the democrats of this county, is
short, sharp and pointed. It means that
the democrats of the county are tired of
s.
paying princely salaries to public
Residents of Grant county who
are tired of paying high taxes to support
Somk of the republican newspapers in a few ollice holders will voh the demothe territory assert that the new tariff cratic ticket next month.
bill has raised the price of sugar two
Ghaxt cik'NTY is democratic on a
cents a pound. This is one of the silliest
lies ever thought of and is'about as high straight party vote, but the republicans
as the minds of the editors of the repub- generally succeed in getting one or more
lican papers in yew Mexico usually soar candidates elected on their ticket by
in the realms of thought. It has never making trades and getting democrats to
occurred to these fellows that some of scratch one or more names on the demotheir readers occasionally use sugar and cratic ticket "as a personal favor." No
that perhaps they sometimes pay democrat need be ashamed to vote the
for it. It is simply a waste of good paper democratic ticket straight this year in
and printer's ink to tell people who buy Grant county. The nominee. are all
sugar that the price has gone up two worthy men and have a right to expect
cents a pound since the new tariff went the votes of the democrats of the county.
into effect for they know better. The
A DKMontATic legislature passed the
republican editors ought to tell lies that
some of the people will believe and that law reducing the fees of the county ollicers and otherwise reducing county excan not be disproved so readily.'
penses, and a democratic legislature will
Tn k Western Liberal wants to know prevent the republicans from repealing
what John F. Kious knows about Mr. the law as soon as it goes into effect.
Whitehill's shortage.
The answer is Vofe for the democratic candidates for
very short and may be readily under- the legislature. They are the right kind
stood, lie, like many of the citizens of of men.
olli-cial-
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If. Crist, Santa Ke.
District tittorney
Tuk county commissioners are the J.
"
"
S. H. Xewconib, basCriiccs.
V.
"
II. Whiteman. Alb'uuc,
most important ollieers in the county.
"
"
b. G. Hell. Silver City,
' "
The democratic candidates for commis- M. W. Mills. Springer,
"
"
Vegas.
('.
Kurt. bus
sioners are all men of honor anil integri- (ico.I'. II.
Itulier, lioswell
Librarian
ty. Vote for them if you want the affairs K. I'ino.
II. S, Clancy.
Clerk Supreme Court
of the county administered honestly and K. M. Itergiiiann. Superintendent I'enitciit iury
(leo. W. Knaeliel,
Adjutant General
economically.
I!. .1. Palen.
Treasurer

democrats in
New York have brought out E. I'.
Wheeler against D. 15. Hill as a candidate for governor of the stata at the coming election. I'y this action they hope
to defeat Kill and elect the republican.
They claim to be democrat, but have
adopted a course which they believe will
defeat Hill and aid the enemy. They
resemble the soredieads in New Mexico
but have not adopted the name of populists an d thin is about the only difference.
sore-hea- d

.

Auditor

Demetrio Perez.

Sn pi . of Schools
Chave..
Jrixin Sunns had a good opportunity Amado
M. S. Hart,
Coal Oil Inspector
to get acquainted with Catron during his
COt'ltT OK I'lllVATK I.AXI CLAIMS.
term as judge in this territory, lie lias
It. Heed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
written a number of letters in which he Joseph
Associate Just Ices Wilbur K. Stone, of Colorado:
C. fuller of North Carolina;
carries the idea that the man of "brains William Thomas
M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
and energy" is not a man entirely above Sluss. of Kansas.
Somií fellow who has no regard for his
Mathcy (. Ueynol.
of Missouri. Knlted
reproach.
States Attorney.
future welfare started the report that
COI'XTY.
Dkmoi'hath in New Mexico will be enJudge l'.oone, tliu democratic candidate
M. W. Porterfleld.
Probate Judge
Treasurer
for the legislature from this county, tirely satisfied as long as the republican .1. W. Kleming.
K. M. Young,
Probate Clerk
would withdraw from the race, but Tun party in the territory clings to Catron. A. It. Laird.
Sheriff
(1. W. Miles.
Assessor
Kaoi.u is in a position to say that the l!y continuing this course the best re- Ii. I,. I'owel.
Surveyor
Commissioner
judge is in tin' race to stay and he is publicans will be driven out of the S. S. Hrannin.
liaylor Shannon,
Commissioner
party.
going to be elected, too. The judge is a
Tilomas foster
'oinmissioner
School Superintendent
Tin? republican organ at Santa Fu is It. II. Tliielmann.
stiaight democrat, never was a republi
can and never ran for ollice on the !wling about the democratic campaign J.-Mayor
Fleming.
I, lea surer
Carter.
greenback or po.mlist ticket and don't '"'"I- - Why doesn't it suggest to Mr .1.Wm.W. K.
I.orenz,
Clerk
Catron that he open his bar'l so that it Frank Wright.
Attorney
expect to.
I..
Marshal
C.
Cant
lev.
can get a slice of the pie?

Catkon is one of the parties
interested in the great Peralta grant
which includes all the territory between
Silver City and Phoenix, Arizona. The
attorneys for the United Slates say
that there is not a single claim made
by the claimants to the grant which can
be substantiated. The documents are
forgeries from beginning to end and yet
the man of "brains and energy" would
,gel this grant continued if he could.
Thomas

IIOAUI) OF EDt'CATION.
O. X. Wood.
Win. Hralini.

1!.

'

Tu h republican candidates mav b(
I. b. I'owel.
CorNCILMFN.
seen on the corners in little knots mediM. K. White.
Jas. ("illicit.
tating on the vicissitudes of this cold and
Geo. I). Jones.
Martin Maher
cruel world. Thev have seen the haml- F1IIF. IIIU'AIITMFNT.
I,. A. Skelly
Chief
writing on the wall.
St. George Uoblnson
Assistant Chief
C. C. Whitehill
Koreman. I!. It. Hose Co.
Koreman. .1. W. K. Hose Co
I'hle
Tun shoe is beginning to pinch the Steve
W. K. borcn. Foreman. Hook and l.adderCo.
corns of s;nj of the rep tbiicati candiSECRET SOCIETIES.
date i pvettv hard. They are squirming vigorously.

II

'

If Tun populists succeed in iolling
enough votes for John J. liell to defeat
Judge lioipiie and elect. I). 1'. Can- they
will be satisfied, but they will no, be
able to do it. Most of them would like!
to sec a re.tblican elected to the house
froln this county and they are working
with a will to that end.
-

ll.

silver ( It y ( mi pier. mi. . ai. .Masonic
no! lie necessary for the voters Hall. liegiilu'r convocations on '.Id Wednesday evening of eacli month. All companions
county to pal their ears to the Invited to attend.
A.vuoN Scui'TZ, II. P.
Pf.hiiv It. I. aiiv. Sec'y.
next week to hear something

It will
f

tirant

ground
drop.

A.M.

A. M.

K.-

City bodge, Xo. S. Meets at Mason'Silver City Xat'l ltank. the
ah nt as smooth as an eel, Thursdayover
evenlngon or before the full moon
brothers invited to
but it must, be remembered that there each month. All visiting
M. W. Twomfy. W. M.
attend.
are such things as eel traps.
I'Kltuv H. f.APV. Sec'y.

A. Silver

ic Hall,

Si.iimmwy is

K.
Tim republicans are on the run, and in 0 .Silver
Cllv Chanter Xo.:i.O. K. S. Meets
every
Isl and :ld Thursday In each month at
days will be crying for quarter.

Tur record of Tliomm I!. Catron i.s a
known even in Colorado. The Durango
Yor can't vole if you don't register.
Democrat cmipliments him thus: "Tom
Register
next Saturday.
been
for
delegate
nominated
Catron has
to congress by the republicans of New
Olllclul Directory.
Mexico. Tom has a record that would
FFPKHAL.
stink a Cte out of his tepee."
Delégale to Congress
Anthony Joseph,
W .
Governor
.
liorntnn.
:
Sec reta ry
Mll,:.-Tuk next legislature of New Mexico ;,'V1""
Chief Just ice
II
11'
'Nil II,
must be democratic so that the senate of X. C. Collier.
A. A. Freeman,
the United States may see that the detn- - X. Itcbauglilln,
Associates
'
ocralic majority in that body will not be,
Is1
Th,,,
Surveyor General
ieonardi.ed bv the admission of this ler- - Charles I'. Kuslcy.
I
s.
M.
.
,
,
,
.
Collector
Shan
i,
Charles
Democracy and statehood go ,1. It. Ileintninirwiiv.
ntorv.
I'.S. District Attorney
I,. Hall.
Marshal
I'.S.
K.dward
hand in hand.
II. W. Loomls.
Deputy F.S. Marshal
.1. W. Fleming.
V. S. Coal .Mine Inspector
Kegisler band Ollice
.1. II Walker. Santa Ke
Two ykaks ago tirant county gave a Pedro Delgado. Santa Ke liec'v'r bandjilllce
D. Itrviin, l.asCruces lteg'r band Ollice
John
majority of live to Catron for delegate to J. P. Asm rate, I.as Cruces, liec'v'r l.'ddltice
Kcgr band oiuce
people lilchnrd VoHiig. lioswell
congress and the
W. G. Cosgrove. lioswell,
liec'v'r band onice
Keg r l.and (nuce
of the county have been ashamed ot it w. w. Itovle. Clayton.
liec'v'r band Ollice
I'lckels.Claylon.
,
;.... mm.,.ii. ('..,.,.
,...r.. 'in i :,..,(!
l.
ii v
l t null v ,
.ii.iiií
I'll
tkiuii iouial.
county next month will be a good deal'
Solicitor General
E.
L.
ltartlett,,
lighter than it was two years ago.
I

I

I

--

I

,.,,.,,

"

A I

.Masonic Hall. Mus. Cuna Cosouovf.
Mas. Xfi.i.y It. Lady. Sec'y.
T

I.

W. M.

'

(). O.K.

.las b. lildgelv Kncatnpment Xo. t. meets
h month.
the'-'-d and 4th Wednesdays of
Visiting patriarchs cordially Invited.
A. '.. Atkins. C. P.
J. J. K'fi.i.y. Scrllie.
II

O. K.
d.ISilill
'I'tiV
III.INV

1 . ..I .... V.. t'l
I
I
i.mifii . .in.
Fellows' Hull, ltank building.
.Members of tin? order
T. W.
vlted to attend.
y.
T. iiKUKlu; ltinn.sii..

..I
un i in un

Saturday
cordially

'ii.
in-

-j

lloi.so.N. X. G.

I o. o. K.
!
Helen bodge, Xo. 7. liebekah Degree.
.Meetings -- second and fourth Kriday nights In
each month, at hall of 1. S. Tiffany bodge Xo.
b. II. Kowi.lff. X. G.
U ltank building.
St. Gfohcf KoiiiNsoN. Sec'y

r Meets and 4th Tuesday njghls of each
li
moni lit Odd Fellow's Hull. Visiting Knights
ok

p.

2d

h.

invited.
J. J. SliF.ltlDAN,

Ai

O. K. W.

K.

li

Fit. ink WiMiiirr, ('. C
& S.

Meets on i n s oui mi uesuav oi eacn
Fellow workmen cordially Invited,
1.
C. b. CAXTLKY. .m. f.
E. M. Yocno. lice.

moil
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amazing transformation ! In five years a representative diet and earnest discusthe population of Japan increases as sion, which means authority "broad-base- d
upon the people's will." In a
MurvelonH Frogling Under an Enlightened in a former century. The statistics of
years a
is within twenty-fiv- e
1872
Keglme Inlluence of ChriHtiHiilty.
here
word,
the census taken each year since
opening
the
like
a
show
phenomenon
beyond
this
incredible
fact
most
Rev. Dr. William Elliot Griffis in
Christian Register: Writers on Japan Ieradventure. In wealth the increase of the blooming cereus or the sudden
have told us again and again of the "pro- has been many fold. Instead of being, outburst of the century plant. Here is
found and unbroken" peace of Japan of until 1868, a great mass of feudalism, an an increase of wealth, population and
over two centuries until Commodore agglomeration, but not a conglomeration, power that seems more wonderful than a
Perry's rude intrusions in 1853. During of petty principalities, Japan is now fairy tale.
the jKiriod between the Pilgrims and the rich, strong, united and overflowing
THE LABOR PROBLEM.
"Mayflower" and Grant and Appomattox with population. The nation has new
it was generally believed that Japan had ideas, ideals, outlook, and a spirit that
a kind of Arcadia, a happy valley, aland demands advance all along the line of Pltin of the Conciliation Conference Called
hy the Civic Federation.
of peace, whose front knew no wrinkle material enterprise yes, and, we are
committee having in charge
special
The
thorn-rose
of war. The
of the Pacific glad to say, even along the avenues of
the programme for the proposed conferlay sound asleep until Prince Perry moral and spiritual progress.
to
roused her up with a thunderous smack,
Let us detail some of the work done in ence on conciliation and arbitrations
13 and 14,
Novemlter
Chicago
in
meet
and Townsend Harris with a treaty kiH.-i- . progressive Japan in the matter of pubIn one sense, but a very broad one, this lic health and the salvation of physical have prepared in part the programme.
sessions with
was true; put in reality and in particular life. The advance has been wonderful. It is jrosed to ojx'n the
present conand
history
the
on
it was the exact opposite of truth. The average Japanese man today is a papers
and on
England
in
of
arbitration
dition
Those who from Japanese documents, healthier, stronger man; and, though
Australia
in
of
Europe,
continent
the
milliliterature and incontestable proofs, seen the gain
but the fraction of a
by the traveler and student, have ac- meter, he is a ta'ler man. Smallpox has and New Zealand, and in various parts
quainted themselves with the inside his- been almost entirely stamped out, and of America.
This will be followed by papera on the
tory of the country, know that it was the pitted face, so very common a few
of
a time only measurably suppressed an- years ago, is now rare except among old distinction between voluntary and comarchy and lawlessness. It was 250 years men and women. The awfully conta-geou- s pulsory arbitration ; between arbitration
uf armed truce. It was one large dance
disease, from which innocent and conciliation, and between courts for
to death. Famines were frequent and women and children suffered, have been the adjudication of past contracts and
dreadful. Having no railroads or steam- brought to bay, and at least isolated. those for the settlement of future ones
ships, and having, in their eagerness to Infanticide, though, alas! not unknown, and similar topics. There will be papers
shut out foreigners and keep in their is now probably no greater than in also on the ethics of arbitration and the
own people, destroyed all seagoing ships, western countries. Swift railroads and economics of arbitration, and how far
arbitration can be made compulsory
they had no means of water transporta- steamships have banished famine.
tion except by means of wretched junks.
unknown, now dot the land by without infringing on private rights.and
Millions upon millions died of hunger. hundreds" Orphan asylums, of old only arbitration in interstate and quasi-publi- c
To this day, around the cremation-house- s
business, such as railroads and mines.
curiosity of the west, are
a
of certain inland cities, there are acres of hopefully numerous.
The old economic The. Springer bill will be considered unheaps of human bones mixed with ashes, and social heresies and laws against na- der this head. Finally there will te pa
the awful witnesses to the might of fam- ture have given way In'fore orthodoxy pers upon questions of state jurisdiction
ine, when hundreds of lxxlies were and realizable truths. Although even and private interests, such as the relaburned daily to prevent pestilence. yet the Japanese art) far from imitating tion between employer and employed in
Beggary in many parts of tlie country the holy ambition of so many christians the building trades in manufacturing
was shamefully common. Child murder to found charities which are so multifa- and in other occupations on the necessiand exposure was in some provimies so rious and beneticient in christian lands, ty of mutual organization, as a prereqcommon that the question which neighyet it is a glorious fact "hat these things uisite arbitration on the sliding scale
bors would ask of a father, whether he have their beginnings in a hundred ways, and kindred methods, profit sharing.etc.
intended to raise the new-bobaby or and the good things of Christendom are
Some of the ablest leaders of labor and
not was as proper as it was common. It la'ing imitated in the Mikado's empire. capital.and writerson these subjects, have
is estimated by medical men that 50 per
Christianity, though not now exhibit- consented to le present, and many of
cent, of the people died of small -- pox. ing itself according to the analogy of the them, will read papers. Among them
Syphillis was almost u national disease. parable of mustard seed, is, I believe, may Iks mentioned such men as ArchBrawls, turbulences and riots were very doing its work according to the analogy bishop Ireland, Joseph D. Weeks, Pittsfar from being surprising events. Li- of the handful of leaven "hid in three burg; Mr. Garland, of the Amalgamated
censed prostit ition was a direct factor measures of meal." A quarter of a mil- Association of iron and steel workers;
tending against the increase oí popula- lion nominal christians and several tens Mr. Sargent, of the locomotive firemen;
tion, while abortion wai a line art. No of thousands of real ones are teaching Mr. Sheehan, of the trainmen ; Mr. Fox,
wonder that in 100 years the whole em- the nation new moral idea and are liv- president of the Iron Molders' Union ;
pire of Japan made less than 1,000,000 ing and acclimating the religion of Jesus. Mr. Powderly ; N. 0. Nelson, a promiincrease in population. Disease, immor- Over 25,000 public schools of all grades, nent employer; Dr. Gould, of the John
n,
ality oidy partially suppressed, anarchy, from kindergarten to the imperial uni- Hopkins University ; Congressman
famine, social, and economical hetero- versity having under it many colleges,
and many prominent employers
doxy, crumped Japan as in band i of iron. are uprooting superstition and broadenand others whom it is thought best not
Heligion was fearfully corrupt even ing the minds of the rising gen- to name until arrangements have been
Instead of the old po- more definitely made.
such religion u Buddhism could furnish eration.
lo the common people and materialistic litical chaos, instead of the calm of
Geronitno's fighting days are regarded
philosophy could only suggest to the despotism as of the river underneath
over by the ollicials of the Indian
as
is
central
strong
ice
a
there
coat
the
learned.
Now, on the contrary, behold the government, with universal patriotism, bureau, hence his removal to the west.
OLD AND NEW JAPAN.
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.

IIIGif JINKS.

An Impóeingr Coro many Ovor a
Deceased Quorn.
Chin, Not to Ho ( heated of nn Oppor-.- 1
tunlty for 1)1 tpHy. Attonils with
Mneh I'onip mid

Anybody who supposed the suzerainty
which China claims in Corea to be a
matter of small importance would be
undeceived by the perusal oí a recent
article in the London Times. For centimes, it says, the king's of Corea have
received investiture at the hands of
the sovereign at I'ekin, and all groat
political events, including the decease
of royal personage"., have been duly
and ceremoniously reported to him. On
the death of the queen dowager of Corea, in ls!)0, the Icing dispatched a message to I'ekin to announce the sad
event, and presented a memorial to the
throne, in which he declared himself
to be kneeling "before his majesty in
great perturbation and awe." The Corean envoy spoke of Corea as a "vassal
state of China," an 1 went on ti plead
that in the then impoverished condition of the royal exchequer it would
be an act of infinito grace on the pai l
of the emperor if he would not impose
on the king the expense of entertaining the mission of condolence whieh in
other and happier circum itaaces it
would be customary for the emperor to
rend. This was a ; if the pastor should
implore the congregation t.) omit th
too burdensome surprise party. lh:t
the emperor was jealous of his privileges, and the only concession he would
make wast ) allow the mission to travel
as far as possible by sea instead of overland and not to insist on the usual
presents t. the members of the mission.
J ii oiher respect:!
the thing was to be
s
done in
style. Every preparation was made for receiving the mission at the prn't of Chemulpo, an;1, conducting it to Seoul, eighty Corean miles
distant. The roadway between the port
and the capital was repaired, leveled
luid widened. i'V.ñ proveí of a yellow
tinge was sprinkled over it i:i compliment to the imperial clor. First in
the procession came the mission receiver
and the Corean oíHe: A .in columns, one
0
on each side oí the rjad.
!'ext
came the Ceean cseorts, the Hags,
rymbols of authority, ci?., yellow
drums, pongs, and bands of music. Then came the incenie. palanquins, and the shiine (on which was
placed the crapercru letter f Mowed
by the Chino: attendant!, all of whxn
were mounted. The commissioners followed in their chairs side by side, and
behind them marched 'the high'a::.! low
deputies, with the supervisors and their
attendants. A l:.'th of July procession
was f.iinply not in it with this. At the
iirst halting place the imperial envoys
were "kotawed" tj by various Corean
ofiieials, ineluding a parsonage called
a "heaUh inquirer," who had been appointed especially ti ask after the
lieal ;h ; i the Chinese visitors.
first-clas-
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Arriving at the Corean capital, the
envoys and the letter of' condolence
were conveyed into the "hall of audi-ene,- "
where the ceremony took place,
the king prostrating himself four times
before the imperial shrine. At a funeral
service conducted in memory of the deceased the king acted the part of chief
mourner, and "wailed" at the bidding
of the master of ceremonies until the
lime came for presenting the emperor "s
letter and presents to the departed
queen. Then, in the midst of profound
silence, these imperial testimonies of
regard were committed to the flames
2 ml ascended in the smolce to the gods.
The keys of the city gates were handed
over to the visitors, who were thus
made to feel in the most practical way
that the town was theirs. In accordance with the agreement the Chinese
refused the presents offered to them,
but on leaving each envoy was furnished with ' four saddled horses and
four grooms, three drivers, one umbrella bearer, two pathfinders, four attendants, four litter ponies, four Utter
pony groom:;, four litter attendants,
one chief chair-beare- r
and one sedan
chair, with eight sedan chair bearers,
one. pony for carrying rain coverings,
two servant::, four conch blower.;, foui
pipers and four horn blowers, four supervisors of flag siaals, sb: gong beats
ers, and six
lietors, and two
military oilicers in command of tw j detachments of escorts, twenty-tw- o
flags, one petty oflieiai interpreter, one waiter, one cook ano
seven interpreters of the third rrdes
We cannot help thinking chat there i
a pointer here for the next intercolonial conference. The health inquirei
went along, too, and every now r,:i:'.
then ? "opped on his knees and asked
the envoys whether tiie interior arrangements were in good order. It is
evident that the orientals are aw:y
ahead of us in the patience with wh.'j'.i
they submit tj be bored. Here fit
health inquirer would be classed wkh
the man who asks whether it is hot
enough for you
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CHINESE

VEGETABLES.

Several Likely to He Useful Introduced la
ThU Country.

In bulletin 07, just issued by the
Cornell agricultural experiment station, 1'rof. liadey gives some account
of several garden vegetables which
have been introduced into this country
by the Chinese. The most valuable
for American gardens, says Garden and
Forest, is the
Chinese cabbage, i.
It is a plant with a loose,
lettuce-lik- e
head of crisp leaves, which
may bo used in all the ways in which
cabbage is served. It is an autumn
vegetable, and requires a cool and
moist soil. The same cultivation and
attention are denanded for the Chinese
mustard, which 's an excellent plant
for greens, ami produces an enormous
amount of herbage. California pepper
grass, which was brought prominently
into notice by John Lewis Childs in
1800, seems to be a finely cut leaved
form of a mustard which has been long
ltnown in old gardens in this country,
but has not been described either in
American botanies or gardening books,
ii is one of the best of all plants for
early spring greens. It is not known
how or when the plant first came to
this country, for, although it is cultivated in China and Japan, it does not
appear to have been independently introduced from either of these countries
in recent year:;. There are other mustard-like
plants which have been introduced from China which possess less
merit than the foregoing species for
American gardens. Among them are
the
used as greens nnd for
the thick white
and the
tuberous-roote- d
mustard, grown for its
small turnip-lik- e
root. Of the
plants introduced by the Chinese the best is the wax gourd,
the fruit of which is excellent for conserves. It is easily cultivated, but requires a long season. . The lakwa, or
Momordiea charantia, is not new to
the American city trade, but has more
merit as a curiosity and an ornamental
vine than as an esculent for our taste.
The luffas, or dish-clot- h
gourds, are of
UPROOTING ALPINE ROSES.
two species, which differ chiefly in the
What One Swiss Canto Protects Another contour of their fruits. The one best
known has rib"ss cylindrical fruits,
I'uys for Destroying.
There is a revert e side to the beauty but the one chiefly cultivated by the
and popularity of the "Alpenrosen." A Chinese in the neighborhood of New
d
ribbed fruit.
notice which has just run the round of York has
the .Swiss press states, says the West- These fruits are chiefly interesting beliber
minster (iazette, that the Canton of cause they yield a sponge-lik- e
Appcnzcll Inner Rhodes has now fol- which is useful for household puris a bean of some
lowed some of the other Cantonal gov- poses. The tau-koernments by prohibiting the plucking merit for late home use, but the Chiup of Alpe in osen by the roots. Here- nese pea has little to recommend it,
upon the Vaterlandof Lucerne remarks and the oilier vegetables named havo
hardly any value for our gardens.
n
that the government of Canton
lias done Hie clean contrary.
A FEAT OF ENGINEERING.
It gives money every year for the rooting out of "Alpine roses," because on Tho Ka!n!n? of a ll.iüroad Rrldgo
Withmany of the liraubundcn mountains
out Iuterriipthif' Traille.
they cover extensive ranges of land,
The raising of a bridge in Switzerwhich arc thus rendered useless for land upon the line of the International
cultivation or pasture. The Cantonal railwry from I'aris to Vienna has atpays considerable at- tracted considerable attention from the
tention to this form of reclamation, aethods pursued. The occasion for tho
and the uprooters of the romantic :hanyo, says Locomotive Engineering,
flower, wdio are regarded as barbarians .vas that the river crossed the Khine
in other Cantons, are there regarded as
had lost in the sectional area cf tho
local patriots.
between the piers about. ;:"
pc-tsa-

first-clas-
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cent, in thirteen years, owing1 to the
deposition of gravel and sediment,
while the highwatcr level had risen to
sueh un extent as to pile floating1 debris six feet deep on the bridge floor in
times of Hood. The alterations included some reinforcements, besides
the raising of the whole .structure
about live feet. The bridge was continuous over a center pier, and had two
main vertical posts there and four vertical end posts. To each of these posts
an Inclined strut was attached in a
transverse vertical plane, presenting a
surface for the top of a hydraulic jack
to act upon. Eight special hundred-to- n
jacks were used, with an eight-inc- h
stroke and a working pressure of four
hundred atmospheres, the piston being
nearly 0.7 in diameter. The fluid used
was a mixture of water, alcohol and
glycerine. Sixteen men operated the
jacks, their movements being synchronized by a code of signals, designed to
secure uniformity of action. The bridge
vüS r isud a f "Kit or two by short lifts,
followed by thoroughly blocking and
e
then building under one course of
masonry. The total load was five
hundred and forty-si- x tons.and the maximum load on each jack was eighty-seve- n
tons. The bridge was raised in
four stages during intervals between
trains. The longest interval between
trains was about two hours. The
weight of trains was rigidly restricted
during the time the bridge was under-ffoin- g
repairs, and their speed was limited to three miles an hour in crossing
the bridge. In addition, a special
block r.yatem was organized upon that
section of the line upon which the
bridge is located, so that operations
could bo suspended and the track restored five minutes before the arrival
of a train at the site.
cut-ston-
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NYE'S TEXAS

RIVAL.

Envtoui i) ml Wants to Write for
Uio Now York World.

Tliis curious letter has been received by the New York World from
an admirer who lives in Texas:
Dr Sr I cammenced recdn ur paper 10
years ago anain't red nary uthr sene;
yu orter giv me a job rity furt. Tha
s.i bil ni gits pade fur his ritin? an I
consdr me hispear I hait 3 ask for his
job but u nosewells Iddu thet bils
pladout; I hev got th finst mule teem
in Tarrant Co en ken travlt les expenc
onu then bil? so let me no troune fuel
hyr the foar cotton piekin. I am
postd on evrything an lik travlyn on
ritin, nail don't ject I don't rcckn fur
me to taik mi famly long. I no I kin
du wcl I aint got a colig egikashun an
u cud deduck suthn on ukount uv pure
spelyn, but Idj'es with inore deceno
then bil ni hees a fool to put his
I am the bst lukn
pieturn the papr.
man nt mite It a help to put meen th
papr. I wil farwd iny foatygraf. I
reckon ual neadnt he feardt sen my
salryn edvanc th Poast Mastyr hyrsini
liight 2 hym bowt mi
best friend:
honst. I leav th salry alltu ns null no
Ilia vain uv litratoor prodducks betr ur
iddu 1 kin rite potreto:
I nui th saini Sandy Sam Newark
Texas Tarrant Co.
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HIS LIBERTY.

Tactics of a Snake Whose Rest Had Been
Disturbed.

The first law of animated nature is
The means employed
to attain this end are varied and interSome animals depend upon
esting.
strength, some upon swiftness, some
upon coats of mail, others upon poison
glands; but with many the main reliance seems to be hypocrisy or simulation. A correspondent of the Popular
Science News gives an interesting account of the performance of a snake
when it found itself suddenly in
danger.
'.'While searching for snails I turned
over an old log and disturbed a snake,
called by our negroes a 'spreadin' arrow.' The tactics pursued by this
snake were curious.
"First he erected his head and neck,
and flattened them out till they
seemed no thicker than cardboard,
thus increasing his apparent size, and
he took care not to be seen edgewise.
The shape of his head changed. It
took a pronounced triangular form
similar to the head of our most venomous snakes. Then his tail, with the
aid of a dry leaf, was proclaiming that
it was the tail of a rattlesnake.
"All this, coupled with an ominous
hiss, was calculated to strike terror to
the heart of his disturber, as for a moment it did. I regained my courage,
however, and began to poke the serpent gently with a stick, when finding
'bluster' of no avail, he sought safety
in flight.
''Repeated 'headings off' showed him
how futile were his efforts in that line,
and he altered his tactics again. He
turned on his back and remained motionless. I threw him up six feet from
the ground, and so quickly did he turn
over that he seemed to strike on his
back.
"Once on his back, nothing could induce him to move. Tapping, prodding,
twisting his tail all were in vain.
Then I suspended him from the limb of
a tree, retreated a little and watched.
At the end of two minutes the rjtiK;
moved. Slowly he turned on hinr.piir.:
column as on an axis, surveyed t'.v
premises and, seeing nothing dangerous, dropped to the ground and wat
making oil.
"At my approach he 'died' agr.in.
After sundry other proddings, whbh
failed to move him, I rewarded him f;:r
his cleverness by giving him the liberty which he certainly had earned."

vehicle for holding pigments and colors, as in stamping and typewriter ribbons, carbon papeiv., and the like.
If the pure glycerine be exposed for
a long time to a freezing temperature
it crystallizes with the appearance of
sugar candy, but these crystals being
once melted it is almost an impossibility- to get them again into the congealed state. If a little water be added
to the glycerine no crystallization will
take place, though under a sutlieientdo-gre- c
of cold the water will separate and
form crystals, amid which the glycerine will remain in its natural state of
fluidity. If suddenly subjected to intense cold, pure glycerine will form a
gummy mass which cannot be entirely
hardened or crystallized. Altogether
it is quite a peculiar substance.
Hlalr mid Lincoln.

Austin lilair, the "war governor" of
Michigan, who died recently, once told
a correspondent how his feelings toward Lincoln underwent a change.
Said he: "I was greatly opposed to his
nomination, and it was a long time before he won my entire confidence,
lie
was not only a strong, wise man, but
he had the great faculty of knowing
how to bide his time. I, as well as others, believed a proclamation emancipating the slaves should have been issued months before it was done. Finally, weary of urging and waiting, we
called a convention to meet at Altoo-nPa. The very day we met the president issued his emancipation proclamation, leaving us little el:;e to do but
send to him a delegation thanking him
for what he had done. It was hard to
get the start of him, and he seemed
to know just when the opportune period had arrived to perform a public
act."

a.

Wanted Water.

During a continued dry spell in south
Florida reptiles often are obliged to resort to unique methods for obtaining
d
fresh water. One need not be
while pumping water to see little brown frogs i:;.sue from the pump,
ond one man was rather startled while
pumping to sec a snake two feet 1. raj
issue from the spout, and, upon striking the ground, quickly crawl under
a house. The reptiles crawl into the
pump to enjoy the water held up by
the valves. It would be impossible
for them to come up from below, as the
well consists merely of a small pipe,
driven deep into the ground, having a
strainer over the bottom.
iiiir-prlc-

Deep Waters,
A PECULIAR SUBSTANCE.
It is a remarkable fact that the deepOlyccrlno Hardly AtTcctt'd by Either Heat
est parts of the rea are in all cases very
or Cold.
One of the great advantages of glycer- near the land. The deepest sounding
ine in its chemical employment is the known, 4,(105 fathoms, or 27,!):) feet,
f;iet that it neither freezes ncr evapor- was obtained 110 miles from the Kurile

ates under any ordinary temperature.
No perceptible loss, by evaporation has
been detected at a temperature less
than 200 degrees Fahrenheit, but if
heated intensely it decomposes with a
uracil that few persons find themselves
able to endure. It burns with a pale
.lame, similar to that from alcohol, if
lieúted to about 300 degrees, and then
ignited. Its
qualities
mr.ke the compound of much uko as a

islands; the next deepest, 4,501 fathoms,
was found'scventy miles north of Porto
Ilico. With a few exceptions like these
the depth of the oceans, so far as now
known, does not reach 4,000 fathoms,
or four sea miles. The north Pacific
has a mean depth of 2,500 fathoms, the
south Pacific of 2,100, the Indian
ocean of 2,000, and the Atlantic, by far
the best investigated ocean, has a mean
depth of 2,200 fathoms.
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TWO PIECES OF SILVER.
How They Saved the Life of a
Mine Manager.

'

"Muerte a los pringos!"
Mack Rota's small, angular form
shook with rage. Her black face grew
blacker than its natural hue, if that
were possible. Trembling In every
nerve, she glared viciously, and shoo!:
a lung, bony finder in the fac.is of the
grov.p of minerü who with jests and
jjor.i had met her supplications for
clr.irity.
"Get out of this, you black djvil!"
one shoaled. "We have had enough
of you."
plenty of money," cried
another.
"Wc::io diamonds in the city,"
sneered a third.
"Cot out! A'o beggars allowed!" they
all touted.
".'.uji'íj a los gringos!" repeated the
worn:::), v,k!i a shrink which would
have exiled the blood of men unused
ta her vicious ways.
Manager France, of the Hull Domingo, heard the disturbance between the
miners and the miserable old woman
as he came up the gulch
"Here, my good woman," said he,
"here are two silver dollars. Yon had
better not stay around here," he added,
kindly, as she took the money and
called the blessings of the saints upon
his generous soul. "Tho men are not
used to giving alms, and they will only
treat you unkindly."
"He'd better be savin' them two dollars to help out the payroll of the Bull
Domingo who has been keeping a slate
for nearly three months for the accommodation of workmen on that
property."
Señora Rosalina Ortiz once enjoyed a
happy home in the City of Mexico, her
birthplace. She had all tho opportunities of education, both in Spaui:;h
and English, and in her early married
life had traveled much. But misfortune came to her in the death of her
husband and, two of their three children, after the loss of all the property
they possessed. They had for several
years made their home in the United
.States, where Senor Ortiz had died,
leaving his widow penniless. Poverty
und sin were her undoing, and when
the Colorado mining fever filled the
mountains with fortune seekers of
high and low degree Señora Ortiz
drifted to Durango. She had sunk ro
low in vice and crime that she was accounted well fitted for anything from
begging to petty thieving, even to the
cutting of a throat.
She was living as his mistress with a
hardened character known as "Robber
Dan," an American, whose life both in
and out of the penitentiary was a
series of misdeeds, lie had earned his
title as she had earned hers. They
were well matched in their criminal careers, although the woman had thus far
known no more of prison life than is
afforded by county jails. Her only
child, a boy of twelve years, had, like
his mother, became a professional beggar and thief.
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The ill treatment she had received
at the hands and tongues of the
miners at Rico had burned into her
soul like a hot iron, though the wound
was largely healed by the soft words
and the silver so kindly bestowed by
John France, llut, since she was not
likely ever to be able to carry out her
threat of death to all save her own
race and equally incapacitated to insure tho blessings of the saints which
she had invoked, neither her curses
nor her prayers were heeded. However, none who knew her had any
faith in Black Rosa's possession of
goodwill toward any one of American
or European blood.
Even Robber Dan and his male companions in crime who formed the
most notorious and daring band of
robbers in southern Colorado did not
escape the vindictive spirit of Black
Rosa. But the woman was useful to
them, and when plentifully supplied
with drink there was no crime too
black for her wicked heart nor scheme
too deep for her cunning brain. If
she possessed a single redeeming trait
no one had been able to discover it.
Durango had been ablaze with the
glory of frontier life a glory which
comes but once in the lifetimo of a
new town. But there was then little
regard felt for the future by the fortune hunters wdio swarmed the streets
and filled up the hotels and held high
revelry in the saloons and dance halls
of that camp.
Honest men with capital, seeking to
double their investments in a fort
night, stood on the same level of as
sociation with tho horse thief and
the road agent. Mine promoters and
gamblers drank over the samo bar.
The crack of the stage driver's whip
was but the echo of the pistol shot.
and ribald
Business conversations
intersongs, laughter and curses
mingled in a wild hurrah chorus.
"doing back to t'.ie mina in the morning?" asked the clerk of the hotel a
minute later, as France approached
the desk and asked for writing ma
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there was a murmur of indignation
against the man who would seek tho
punishment of a child for stealing a
silk handkerchief and that after it

had been returned.
John France laughed and went to
his room, while the sheriff smiled, as
he always smiled in danger and out.
and fed the boy away. The crowd
looked puzzled.
"Bo had my boy locked up, did he?
shrieked Black Rosa, when the details
of this little episode were related to
her. The black face of the little Mex
ican woman seemed ablaze with indignation. "He shall pay for this!"
Señora forgets tne two silver dol
lars," taunted Robber Dan; "I thought
the señora might feel sorry that we
had planned to rob this fine Americano. But it's all right now is it,
dearest?" he added, mockingly.
murder him!" yelled
"Rob him!
Black Rosa, and she staggered from
her chair, as if she would carry out her
own command, but fell on the floor in
a heap.
Dan and his pals lifted the woman
to a bed, and the leader remarked that
she would sleep till morning, and be
neither help nor hindrance. It had
hours that '
been known for twenty-fou- r
the money some ten thousand dollars
for the Bull Dimingo pay roll had
been received, but until announced by
Manager France it was not known
when that gentleman would start for
tho mine.
At twelve o'clock that night four
men, heavily armed, rode out of Durango.
Two hours later the stage followed
them, with one occupant on the
and the driver alone on the front
boot. Bloomer, the driver, might aa
well have been unaccompanied so far
ks the inside occupant of the .coach
was concerned. But ho was used to
these lonely rides, and when a passenger preferred to be exclusivo it simply
exhibited to Bloomer the poor taste of
the passenger. So he talked ta his
horses and sang to them and passed
the lonely hours as comfortably as if
tcrial.
he had been surrounded by a half
"Yes, sure!"
dozen passengers, and soon forgot the
"Stage leaves at two o'clock."
fellow on the inside.
"Well, call mo a half hour earlier,
Coining to a bend in the road, wdicre
and don't, for your head, let me rni
the ascent of the first steep mountain
the stage. I must be at the mine to is begun, Bloomer fell into a reflective
morrow by all means. By the wry, 1 mood and remarked to the nigh wheelhave lost a white silk hankerchief er that the fellow on the inside
with a black border. Look out for it." might possibly "riso to an appreciaA few minuto3 later, while France tion o' the society of a stage driver
was still busy writing. Sheriff Barney and his bosses if the muzzle of a
approached him and presented a Mil double-barrele- d
shotgun should hapMexican chap in wh;so po:;:;es:.i m had pen to appear at the window of the
been found the silk handkerchief.
coach."
Of course Bloomer was not really ex"What shall I do with him?" asked
pecting such a surprise for his unsothe sheriff.
"Lock him up," said the manager of ciable passenger; so when tho shotgun
the Bull Domingo hotel, "lock him up appeared, with three others, and acThat is the little rascal wdio came to companied by an order to "throw
mts a few minutes ago begging for down them ribbons and throw up them
money. I gave him two bits and he hands," he was h'mself so completely
shows his gratitude by stealing my surprised that ho obeyed without a
word of protest.
handkerchief."
The attention of the loungers about
If lie was surprised at this sudden
the hotel oillco was attracted by these nppearanca of road agents, ho w;ri
loudly spoken words of John France; ready duinfounded at what followed.
but they did not hear what he said in For live minutes there was a rattle of
a hurried undertone to the sheriff, so shotguns as if a miniature battle verv
.c
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being fought. When it was all over,
two stage robbers were fatally
wounded and the other two surrendered to Sheriff Barney and the man
of straw on the inside was literally
shot to pieces. And this is the way it
ull happened, as Bloomer himself was
fond of telling1 it:
''You see, they didn't put me on.
Never seen a sheriff yet that thought a
sta je driver had nerve enough to play
out his hand in a game like that; an'
I (lon't know but a feller would git a
how he's
IKlle bit rattled
to come out at the end o' the
g :me. It's purty ticklish bizness to
be
on a stage through the
long, dark hours o' the night 'n'
whether yer goin' ter drive
buck er ride iu a box. But the way it
all happened was like this:
"You see that kid what stole the
handkerchief done that for a blind.
Hiu ol' woman she put him on. She
writes a note ter France 'n' tell the kid
ter drop it in his pocket 'n1 steal his
handkercher, er anythin' else he could
fiit his hands on, 'n' then kinder loiter
'roun' so's to git caught. Well, sir,
that ol' Black Rosa was a corker. She
gives the whole snap away in the note,
'n' she tells France ter have the boy
put in jail, 'n' that'd be a tip for her
that he gets the note. Then she sets
up a howl 'n' throws the gang off, an'
havin' bin drinkin' considerable an'
feelin' a leetle bit skeered that her
f;lay wouldn't win, she was knocked
clean out excited 'n' fainted on the
dea. I square.
"So France, w'tn he gits the ol' woman's note, he just quietly lets Barney in,
'n' Barney he tells him his system, 'n'
they piays it to win. W'n France he
goes up to his room, Barney he goes 'n'
gits his team 'n' meets France at the
back door 'n' they goes out 'n' lays for
the gang. 'S only one place on the road
where a job o' stage robbin' could be
done 'n' the robbers git away, an' Barney he knows the place, an' that's
where they camps 'n' waits for the
gang an' they gits 'em dead to rights.
"That inside passenger 's w'at
knocked me cold. They puts the stage
agent onto the play, 'n' he fixes up a
straw man w'atye calls a dummy 'n'
he loads him into the stage so's to fool
me 'n' the road agents both.
"I reckon Black Rosa didn't know
the turn
how near she was
w'en she prescribed death for gringos.
She didn't git the ones she was after
in the fust place, but I reckon the
death of her ol' man 'n' Pete Johnson
suited her notions better, w'en sitcom to size up the job, fer they was
both gringos one was American 'n
t'other a Swede.
"They say them Mexicans has always got a grudge ag'in somebody, but
never remembers a kindness; but the
way that play was made it looks like
ol' Black Rosa didn't fergit John
France's kind words to her w'en the
in' her
minera was
'"Yes; perhaps the two silver dollar
did have Mniethiii' to do with it silver was a great power 'n Colorado 'n
t'.iein days." Lewis Eddy, in N.
Ailvcrtiser.
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on her finger.
the cage and the bird hopped
lie Traded a Yoke of Oxen for a Volum in, seemingly pleased to get back
of Shakespeare.
A noted character on the border again. Its mate was at first rather
stranger but within an
thirty-fiv- e
years ago was old Jim liy of the
two
were chatting away in
hour
the
Bridger, of Fort Bridger, Utah. This
rate.
man, relates the Youth's Companion, bird language at a great
on one occasion visited New York, and
A CURIOUS PROVISION.
saw Shakespeare's "Midsummer Night's
Dream" performed. He had no clear One of Nature's Ways of Protecting Her
Own.
idea as to who Shakespeare was, but
he conceived the most extravagant ad"Nature has wonderful ways of
miration for his genius.
guarding against the extinction of
He returned to the fort, and resumed species," said a Wichita (Kan.) man to
the selling of stock and supplies to a St. Louis
writer.
travelers and emigrants. One day a "The manner in which the eggs and
inun came who had set his heart upon young of the prairie chicken and
buying a particular yoke of oxen, with other ground-nestin- g
birds are protectwhich, for some reason or other, Jim ed against their numerous enemies is
was determined not to part.
specially curious. Their escape is atThe man sent a messenger one morn- tributed by the majority of sportsmen
ing to make a final appeal for the de- to the alleged fact that in nesting
sired yoke, but Jim proved obdurate, birds the scent which is given out at
remarking that "there wa'n't no use other times is suppressed. In proof of
U:lkin' about it any more."
this statement the fact is adduced that
"Well, he wants 'ein," said the mes- dogs, even those of the keenest powers
senger, "lie's
for 'em: he of smell, will pass within a few feet, or
j vX sets there
readiu' a book called even a less distance of a nesting pheasihakespeare' and
for them ant without showing the least sus.:;n."
picion that game is near, if only the
"What!" ejaculnted Jim, springing to bird is concealed from sight. This
his feet. "Here you, gimme my boots!" would seem to be pretty strong eviHe ran to the corral as fast as his dence, but some naturalists refuse to
legs would carry him.
be convinced. They reason that se"Stranger," he gasped, breathlessly, cretions and exhalations are involunwhen he had reached the man, "jest tary and therefore cannot be supgimme that book and take them oxen." pressed by the will of an animal. Take
'Oh, no," said the man; "I just whichever side you will. To me it
brought the book to read on the way, seems likely that, as the exhalation is
not to sell."
involuntary, its suppression during in'
"Stranger," returned Jim, firmly, cubation may be equally so, and
"jest you take them oxen and gimme may be accounted for on physi. l.;;;'ical
over that book."
grounds when the prying eyes of our
The man did so, after some demur- naturalists are turned in that direcring, and Jim, who hired a reader to tion.
further his acquaintance with the obTHE BICYCLE.
ject of his admiration, was never heard
to complain of his bargain, but rather A New Work to WhVh That Useful Machine Has linen l'ut.
boasted of it on many occasions.
. The bicycle is being put to many
BIRDS COME BACK.
strange uses in these days. It is no
longer an instrument for pleasure
An Instance of Instinct Related by a
alone. It is used, of course, everyMan.
Truthful Southern
as a cheap and rapid mean;! of
Mr. C. B. Smith, secretary of the where
transportation, and has the advantage
Jacksonville board of trade, relates a
horse of not eating anything.
wonderful story of a bird's instinct, over the
use in war has been contemits
That
which he vouches for. It is to the folbeen well understood, and
lowing effect: Some time in April plated has
long it will figure in the
before
that
last a Chicago woman who was visitvery likely.
ing him, she being Mrs. Smith's niece, army is
But it is doubtful if the inventor of
purchased two nonpareils.
On the
ever thought anybody
the
tenth of that riionth, as she was get- wouldmachine
utilize a bicycle in the way that
ting ready to go home, by 6ome means
is used up in Berkshire, Mass., where
the cage door was opened and the fe- it
nt iii:;lt, mounted
boys can be
the
male bird escaped. She did not desire
"bikes," going after tho cows.
to take one bird with her, and she left on their
The only difficulty is, of cour: e, to
tho male bird in the cage at Mr.
able to ride slow enough, and with
be
Smith's, says the Savannah News.
sort of practice those youngsters
this
The other morning, as Mrs. Smith
to be able to win a slow bicycle
ought
was in tho room where the cage containing the single bird was, another race anywhere.
bird flew through the open window
His Feet.
and began circling around the room
An honest young man, who had esu nd finally perched itself near the cage.
caped a great peril by an act of heroMrs. Smith looked at it attentively, and ism, was much complimented for his
then said to her servant, who stood bravery. One lady raid: "1 wish I
r.ear by. that this was the bird that had could have seen your feat." Whereflown off some months before. The upon he blushed and stammered, ntid
lervant was incredulous, but Mrs. finally pointing to his pedal extremi1'niith went up to tho strange bird and ties, said: "Well, there they be,
held out her hand. With a little flut mum."

ter it settled

HIS BARGAIN.

She-opened

Globe-Democr- at

.
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MANY COLONELS.

North Dakota Is Being Overrun
with Them.
Llko the Festivo Grasshopper, They
tiply and Swarm Over the
State No Trlvatos Are
Among Thcni.

Mul-

Colonels are getting to bo nearly as
great a nuisance as the Russian cactus,

says the Fargo Argus. They arc multiplying and increasing with dangerous rapidity. You can scarcely throw
a stone at a dog without running the
risk of accidentally hitting a colonel.
Colonels in mufti, which may be broadcloth or corduroy, in stable frocks or
barkeepers' aprons, taking orders for
books or rubber stamps or selling patent medicines or plasters, are as common as straight whisky in Kentucky
or as new theories of government in a
populist
It was once
proposed to raise a regiment composed
entirely of colonels. The troubles nowadays would be not to get the regiment,
but to select from enough applicants for
an army corps. Fargo alone could probably furnish more colonels than there
are in the active list of the army and
some of Fargo's colonels are men who
really have served in the army, which
distinguishes them from tho colonels
of most communities. The "captain,"
the "jedge" and the "major" are not
to be mentioned in the same day with
the colonels. These oldrelicsof southern barrooms are vastly in tho minority, and tho day of the colonels is at
hand.
Like the lilies of Egypt they throng;
like the grasshoppers of Missouri they
congregate.
From every station in
life, from every profession, of every
ago and condition, there aro colonels
to the right and left, colonels ad libitum and ad nauseam. From whence
this great aggregation of colonclistie
talent? Where have been bred the
eagles that have swooped down anil
roosted upon all these shoulders'.' Some
of them were infants in arms when the
.late war closed, some of thc: wort
manipulators of hotel register.", v.iv.
concoctcrs of the tittikiting eoc'.:t;ii!
while tho war raged, and some havi-beetenders of equestrian steeds since
they have been high enough t.5 vjach u
stirrup. How como these to be dubbed
"colonel?"
Faithful and persistent inquiry
among the colonels themselves throws;
little light upon the subject, i'or.ie
cannot claim anything better thr.n
that their wives' people kept a hotel
where tho soldiers boarded. They do
not claim, even, that they themselves
kept the hotels. There would seem to
be a shadow of reason why the majestic creature, in a clean, starched
shirt and Alaskan diamond pin, looking complacently to iieaven as he
balances a toothpick with his lips and
thrusts a penholder at a guest, should
g
military
be called by a
title, but to dub a man colonel only bebrother kept
cause his father-in-law- 's
seems to be strain
a boarding-hous- e
mass-meetin- g.

high-soundin-
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ing a point. Another colonel, when
asked as to his command, hemmed a
little, put on a frown, supposed to be
fierce, pulled his shirt collar a little
higher, and replied that he had forgotten tho number of his regiment.
'It was so long ao, you know, and I
have always had a bad head for figures." Another explained that having formed a partnership with a major,
who was a junior in a concern, it became necessary, as a matter of discipline to tho help, that he should rank
I1I.1 partner.
The fact remullís, however, that the colonels are overrunning
the earth and consuming the substance
thereof. Privates are as scarce as the
t'eth of hens. Most umuilitary people
think that corporal is the higher
and whoever hears of a sergeant?
There is a general impression abroad
that a colonel has something to do
wilh horses something between a farrier and n veterinary surgeon unci the
cr.l colonels, the few who really beve
commission as r.uch, arc
'Jncl'J
without honor in the country where
mock colonels constitute a majority of
Uie male population over the age of
twenty.
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VOYAGES.

of Foolhardy lien Who
Crossed tho Atlantic.

Stories

Have

The record of adventurous persons
who have crossed the Atlantic in crafts
of small dimensions is, comparatively
speaking, a long one, but nothing has
been accomplished beyond fame for a
few, and almost repulsive stories of
privations of various kinds and failure.
The latest effort of adventure in this
direction is that of Capt. Freitsch, a
Finn, who is to try to cross the Atlantic
schooner-rigin a
ged
skiff, constructed by himself
at Milwaukee. lie started from that
city recently crossing the lake and
coming through tho Erie canal to Troy,
thence down the Hudson to this city,
says the New York Tribune, lie pro- poses to start at an early day, going
first to Southampton, thence to ports
on tho continent, and later return to
the United States.
Voyages of this kind in such small
craft are evidently more remarkable
than those of clippers, yachts and
schooners, on account of the perils of
the ocean, the paucity of the crew to
manage the helm and sails during a
period measured by months and the
A PETRIFIED WOMAN.
spirit and pluck of the individual. But
it cannot be said that such voyagds
fi
An Awful Gush on Her Forehead
really accomplish anything for the
a Violent Death.
In July, lfl'.SO,
science of navigation.
Sixty years ago, so the story goes, Capt. Hudson and F. E. Fitch, tho
there lived at Walkerville, Greene latter acting as mato, and a dog, in a
county, III., n man and wife by tho twenty-six-folifeboat called tho Bed,
nano of Lovess and near by a family White and Blue, and rigged as a
They were intimate, schooner, started from Sandy I look on
of r.riJgcwaters.
as all new settlers were, says a corre- a voyage of unknown duration and unspondent of the St. Louis
certain vicissitude across the Atlantic.
About that time land seekers came to The boat liau several narrow escapes
Walkerville and began surveying and from capsizing, and thirty-sevedays
locating lands. Mrs. Lovess was a after leaving Xew York she entered
atthe
beautiful woman and attracted
Margate harbor. The boat and her
tention of one of the land buyers, and rrew were exhibited at the Crystal
he paid her a great deal of attention, l'alaco, where tho story of tho voyage
so much so that Lovess became jeal- was
The hardy navigator.',
ous and in a fit of rage left his wife did not return in tho sarao way they
and country.
had "had enough of it." In tho samo
About that lime the Lovess log cabin year a small yacht of twenty-fiv- e
tons
was burned to ashes and there was no mado the voyage from Liverpool to
trace of the Lovess woman to be found. New South Wales, reaching there in
It was generally supposed that she was one hundred and fifty dr.ys, a distance
cremated in the burning cabin. The of sixteen thousand miles.
In .hmc,
land buyer, too, was missing.
137(5.
Alfred Johnson stavtcd from
A few weeks ago, near the spot of Gloucester in a small boat, manned
tho old cabin, was found the body of a only by himself, and sixty-seve- n
days
petrified woman. Tho neighbors as- later he reached Liverpool. The voysembled to take tho body out of tho age was a perilous one, nnd when
limestone formation in the ravine, about three hundred miles off the Irish
where it was discovered. Mrs. Bridge-wate- r, coast his boat was capsized, and he was
as soon cs the body was pre- providentially ussisted by u huge wave
sented to view, recognized it as tho in righting it.
body of her old friend and neighbor,
Another bold adventure was that of
Mrs. Lovess. There was the trace of n Capt. Thomas Crapo, who, with his
ghastly wound on the forehead made wife, crossed the ocean in a twenty-foo- t
by a sharp instrument, cleaving the
boat called the Xew Be Iford. The
skull, and which must have produced adventurers sailed from New Bedford
death. It is supposed that tho Lovess in June, and fifty-fou- r
days later
woman was murdered and buried in readied Penzance and wero right glad
cabin
tho
tho ravine where found and
to end tho voyage. Tho experiences
burned to avoid detection or suspicion. were most bitter and
It is thought that the limestone water In July, 18S8, Capt. Andrews sailed
trickling down into tho grave petrified from Boston and crossed tho Atlantic.
the body, and that tho ravine washing Tho story of the voyage was like that
out exposed tho body to the view of of many others deprivation of comtho man who found it.
forts and food, loss of sleep, hair
The petrified woman has been ex- breadth escapes, dangerous hurricanes
peohibited to large crowds of curious
,
rnd newspaper notoriety.
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